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FOR BRYAN

CHARGES
CITY

IS THERE A LEAK IN THE

WILL CHAMPION

TAFT BOOM?

SENATE

REPUBLICANS

STATEMENT IN REPLY

al

for contagious diseases.

Albuquer-

que would receive some more unwelcome and unprofitable advertising
because of the few scattering small
.pox eases which caused the whole
trouble.
The Citizen several days ago, reported that Mrs. Wilson, who was recently confined in the pest house,
had decided to make charges against
the city and the city physician for
and the
the poor accommodations
treutment accorded her while under
made
has
quarantine,
airs. Wilson
ii;r lie her charges, which will undoubtedly cause the city council to
sit up and take notice.
As soon as they reached Dr. Cains,
1.. city physician, he Issued a signed statement, which together with
the charges made by Mrs. Wilson,
id published in full.
Dr. Corns undertakes to defend
f against the allegations concreting the pest house and his
conduct.
Since It appears, that the matter is
Interest,
becoming one of oommor
both
and concern in Albuquerque,
communications are given In full.
It Is not for the good of the
that such things are too widely advertised but it looks as though
the next meeting of the oity council
will be a lively one and that some
final action will have to be taken towards a detention hospital and the
revision of The city ordinances
contagious diseases.
Following is Dr. Cams' statement
In reply to the charges made by Mrs.
Wilson:
i7J-

al

com-niunl-

ty

gov-trnl-

Albuquerque, X. M., Jan. 30.
To the Citizens of Albuquerque:
I have read the letter of Mrs. D.
1". Wilson,
dated Jan. 22, 190X. and
addressed to the Hoard of Health,
said Inter having been published In
the Albuquerque Morning Journal on
this date. It is generally known that
an epidemic of small pox has prevailed in this city since the month of
efXoveniber, 1907. Extraordinary
forts have been required to restrain
the spread of this epidemic and confine it within the narrowest limits
possible. I have labored both night
mid day to stamp out this disease and
the success of my efforts can be
Judged when the fact Is considered
that nearly all of the cases originated
In lodging or rooming houses
in
which large numbers of people were
facilitating
quartered, thereby
the
spread of the disease not only among
the occupants of such places but to
carry it about the streets of the city,
and expose other people thereto. I
am not responsible for the appointment which has beta made for the
care of the people afflicted by this
disease. The pest house was designated t y the
of Albuquerque before my accession to tho office of city
physician. I have in my official report to the city made April 17, 1907,
recommended that the city build a
hospital for contagious diseases and
gave a a reason therefor that the
present pest house is
for
the treatment of cases of this kind.
Tills was a special recommendation
Recontained in my said report.
peatedly on other occasions I have
urged the city to construct such hospital and argued the necessity for
such hospital, placing it upon the
ground that small pox was one of
the diseases most contagious and that
in this community there were usually
ui.o e or less Uolated case.
In the case of Mr. Wilson, I was
w
Dr. K.
culled by her brother-iti-l- a
N. Wilson, 'and a practicing physician
When I first cm- - Mrs.
of the city.
case as
Wilson I diagnosed her
unatl pox and she informed m that
he had never been vaccinated. When
I tirs- - saw her she was in the Occidental building, and in conference
with In r and her husband, I submitted lo them the choice of permitting
her to remain Ii. the Occidental
her, however,
building. Informing
that should she remain there, the
building must be quarantined as required by law. She did not wish the
building to be quaran'ined. I then
suggested to her and her hub.md
in
that she could be quarantined
mi me other locality, cither In or outside of the city, and gave to her the
(Continued on Page Five)

Washington, D. C Jan. 30. William J. Bryan will seek election to
the presidency as the champion of
the Roosevelt policies. He has requested democratic leaders in congress to get .behind Mr. Roosevelt
in his recommendations
and. force
Mr.
the issue on the republicans.
some of
Bryan'a advice surprised
the southern senators who attended
the Newlanda dinner.
The story told or the dinner by
the senators who attended is the
topic of discussion In noth the democratic and republican cloakrooms
Mr. Bryan did not wait for sugges
tions from the senators.
"If I had
gone to the dinner fully determined
to advise Mr. Bryan to retire and
permit the nomination of another
candidate," said one senator. "I
should not have had the temerity to
have made the suggestion after Mr
Bryan had been talking three minleader, as
utes."
The democratic
soon as the guests were seated, be
gan to monopolize the conversation
by telling stories. He then launched
into a discussion of politics. In this
his tone and manner rather than nls
direct assertions showed that he ex
pected to receive the nomination.
Tlie People with Ilooaevelu
It was not until ho reached a discussion of Roosevelt policies that he
Indulged In direct assertions
with
He
regard to his own ambitions.
gave It as his opinion that the over
shadowing issue in the next cam
palgn would be the Roosevelt policies.
The people were with. Roosevelt and antagonism from democrats
would mean their annihilation, he
said. The voters of the country
were with tne president because he
was right and would not split hairs
over minor lofferences. Mr. Bryan
said it was apparent mat Tuft would
be the republican
The
nominee.
question would then arise which can
didate couia more confidently bt
depended upon to carry out these
1.
policies.
Mr. Bryan said that
people
was certain the American
would be convinced that he was
more in accord with what Roosevelt
had tried to do than .Secretary Taft
he
Issue
would be
and on th-a- t
elected.
w as given at the
.Nu opportunity
dinner for anyone to discuss the ad
visability of presidential candidates
other than Mr. Bryan. The Peerless
One, however, had a suggestion, to
make in regard to a running
and it caused much surprise when
he did not mention the name of Jud
son Harmon. He said that the vice
presidential candidate should come
from the east and in' this connection
Douglass of
mentioned
Massachusetts. This name was mere
ly used, however, as illustrative of
the type of the candidate and sec
tion from which he should come
The guests were chiefly from the
south and did not fail to notice that
Mr. Bryan had overlooked the large
number of southern governors and
members of congress who had been
mentioned as possible nominees for
second p. ace on the Ticket.
Republicans I'ailhli', He Sn.
In setting forth the reasons why
he believed he would be abl to de
feat Secretary Taft with the 'loose
velt policies for a campaign cry, Mr.
Bryan said that the developments of
had
administration
the Roosevelt
shown that the president's own party
support.
given
him
never
Irad
had been accomplished
Whatever
on
tile republican
had been forced
while the democrats in his most important lights had stood solidly at
his back. For this reason Mr. Bryan
insisted that the democrats
should make themselves conspicuous
in urging on the republicans every
measure which Incorporated RooseHis only suggestion
velt policies.
legislation
with regard to currency
was an advocacy of the plan for
guaranteeing deposits.
have been too
The democrats
much surprised to reach any conclusion as to the effect of Mr. Bryan's advice. When it becomes
known that the democratic leader
has taken this position it will certainly reklnd.e a'l the animosi y of
the eonservatU e democrats of the
east, even if it doe not cause a renewal of the efforts to defeat nim
for the nomination through an aps
plication of the
rule.
An Anomaly in Politics.
throws
Mr.
Bryan's
contention
public
light on all of his recent
speeches.
He has never failed to
assert that President Roosevelt has
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'

NO BAD RESULTS
ARE LOOKED

Washigton, 1). C, Jan. 30. The
Aldrich financial bill, which has been
In the hands of .the senate finance
committee since its Introduction in
the senate on January 7, was reported today iiy Senator Aldrich, its
writer. Various amendments, which
have been suggested from time to
time, appear in the bill, although
In general character it is the same as
when originally Introduced,
The .bill has been delayed through
the efforts of 4he finance committee
to emphasize
the emergency currency section and to this end various amendments have been Inserted
in the original bill which are intended to cause the speedy issuance of
additional currency, when a necessity arises through a stringency in
financial affairs.
(ilves (secretary Power.
gave the
The provision which
comptroller of the currency power
to fix the time and amount of issues
was
of currency when application
made to him, he to use judgment in
the matter, has been stricken from
tne bill. In its place a section has
MEXICAN
RAILROADERS WOMEN SUFFRAGISTS been
inserted vesting this power in
the secretary of .the treasury.
A clause in the original bill which
fixed 75 per cent of the market value
WANT AMERICANS !
of municipal 'and. railroad bonds as
the limit of Issue of notes against
them, has been changed to 90 per
.!
PUT OUT :
cent.
Raise tlic tilmit.
of
amount
An increase In the
notes permitted to be in circulation
Will Ask Federal Government! Visit Houses. Ring Bells and has been made, the amendment raisto
ing the limits from $250,000,000
$500,000,000.
to See No One Is Employed
Further the bill speDisDeliver Orations-A- re
cifically provides that all acts and
Who Can't Speak Spanish.
orders of the comptroller of the curpersed by Police.
rency shall have tne full approval of
the secretary of the treasury.
Other amendments Inserted in the
ASK INVESTIGATION OF
PARLIAMENT HAS MUCH
bill are In reference to the nature of
RAILWAY HOSPITALS
TO ACCOMPLISH bonds w hich shall be acceptable, the
amounts which may be assigned to
the several states and regulations in
Monterey, Mex., Jan. 30. A petiLondon, Jan. 30. Having failed in regard to limiting the issue.
tion Is being drafted by the grand their efforts to reach King Kdward
lodge of the Mexican Railway
yesterday during the ceremonies at- union in session here, asking tendant upon the opening of parlla- - DECLINES TO INTERFERE
for a thorough Investigation of the menl, the house being burred against
railway hospitals throughout the re- them the suffragists this morning
WITH SUNDAY CLOSING
public.
adopted a new method of protesting
The petition criticises the hospitals against the neglect of the king to
and will be presented to the federal mention their demand for the right to ('amimign Agalust L'nncoeshary Work
government with the request that Im- vote.
Mills Willi Approval of Kuiisum
mediate action be taken looking toThe militant members of tho orCity Judge.
ward an improvement. It will also ganization formed themselves
Into
ask that the railroads employ no one several committees and visited the
30.
Judge
City,
Kansas
Jan.
who cannot speak and
write the homes of members of the cabinet. Smith McPherson
lu
the United
Spanish language.
for the purpose of asking them to States district court here today deThis request is in line with the use their influence In securing a set-- ; clined to Interfere with the county
efforts of Mexican employes to drive t lenient of the woman suffrage ques- - officials In their attempt to enforce
American engineers und trainmen tion ut this session of parliament.
the Missouri law, which makes unfrom the country. The agitation was
necessary work on Sunday a misdestarted some months ago and since
meanor. His decision was given in
then there hss been more or less
the caso against Nance O'Nell, the
friction between the native employes
actress,
and local theatres who
and officials of the roads. The nasought to permanently enjoin the
tive employes believe that with govgrand Jury from Indicting them.
ernment ownership of the two
His decision Is a victory for Judge
systems of the country, AmerWilliam II. Wallace, of the criminal
icans should be taken from service
court, who, In his campaign for Sunand Mexicans given preference In nil
day closing, lias caused the Indict:. i
l
posi t Ions.
ment of 2,0uo stage folk as well as
several hundred storekeepers.
CHESAPEAKE FLAG SELLS
u w. ri:itr.isov mau.
Minn
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. A
cablegram was received here today
FOR
LARGE
from Governor Smith announcing the
death of Arthur W. Ferguson, secretary of the Philippine commission.
Buys
Relic at
Cornelius Yandcrhllt
Death was due to heart disease and
Koniion iiieiKm.
came suddenly at Manila. Ferguoson
was a native of the District of CoDondon, Jan. 30. The flag of the
lumbia.
Chesapeake,
American
sailby
Brltlsn
which was captured
ors during an engagement between
CONVENTION HALL
the Chesapeake and a British ship,
1812,
up
put
was
(shannon,
at
the
in
auction today and sold to a dealer
X N K 1 M A N.
SIR JA M.PB I'jr.L-B$4,250.
It is
named Partridge for
As none of the cabinet
members
act
reported that the dealer
for would see them, the women
dem'niiiiUtU'o Hard at Work ami
Cornelius Vanderbilt.
onstrated their anger by ringing door
.Men art! AUllniC Tlicm
hells and delivering addresses from
.Nearly Wlude Sum
steps
arthe
of
Seven
the
houses.
liaised.
FLOTILLA LEAVES FOR
rests were made and the crowd were
dispersed after noisy scenes.
The committee la charge of the
session of parliament promwork of raising the funds necessary
PORT OF PUNTA ARENAS isesTills
to be unusually Interesting. The for the building of a convention
women will
undoubtedly
has met with such success
continue
their campaign for suffrage, but with that practically the larger part of
Oflicei-- ami Men Have Ik-ewhat result can hardly be predicted. the amount needed has already been
laitei-uiimi- l
at llueiwm Ayres.
In fact there are so many serious pledged by the business inen of the
Buenos Ayres, Jan. SO The flotil- problems to be wrestled with that city.
la of American torpedo boats under even the serious illness of the preThe committee has been hard at
work and has received the cordial
the command of Lieutenant Cone, mier, .Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-maupon
everyone
has taken second place In Im- support of nearly
mailed from this port this morning for
l'unta. Arenas, where It will Join the portance. The premier has returned whom it called.
battleship fleet. During the stay of from a holiday at Biirritz, and while
At 6 o'clock this afternoon, the
four days here the officers and men he has recovered from his heart at- work has progressed far enough to
not
li's assure the success of the
have been lavishly entertained by of- tacks he ha
revalued
strength.
ficial tnd cltisens.
j

FOR

Washington, 1). C, Jan. 30. Bank
temKxamlner Charles A. Hanna,
porary receiver of the Bank of Xorth
America, was today appointed temporary receiver for the New Amsterdam National bank of Xew York,
which was closed by order of the
comptroller yesterday. No statement
has yet been made as to tne condition of tho New Amsterdam bank,
but officials In the office of the
comptroller, In the absence of definite information, are inclined to believe that depositors will be paid in
sum refull, with u considerable
maining.
The bank examiners today took
active charge of the New Amsterdam and Traders bank, a state Institution, whien also closed yesterday. Both these banks are included
chain
in the
of banks, and there nas been what
to a
run on
practically amounts
them sinie the Rank of North America was closed several days ago,
Botn
were unable to
institutions
take up their allotments of certificates which the clearing house association Issued during the stringency,
upon
and when a renewed drain
their resources began tne clearing
house declined a further extension of
their certificates. Fearing a heavier
withdrawal today the officials of
As a
both banks decided to ciuse.
two
result of the closing of thei-banks several other Punks, not of
an ImpoYtani class, met with neavy
withdrawals today. One of these was
the Oriental bank, where a run developed as soon as the doors opened.
All
depositors
were paid
tlie
promptly and President Hugh Kelly
stated that twelve other Institutions
had come to tne assistance of the
li.ink and he hoped to he able to
withstand the drain.
It is not anticipated
that the
closing of the two hanks will have
any bail effect on general business,
as both have been going
tnrough
gradual liquidation luring the. past
few months.

I

.

!'

Close of New York Institutions Due to Connection
With Larger Bank.

,

two-third-

des

al Currency Pro- -'
vlded For.

PAY OUT IN

appreciated
doctrines
democratic
and has tried to point out what
these policies are. If Mr. Bryan's
to their
suggestions were carried
logical conclusion
the democratic
convention would have to
national
arraign the republican party for opposing the policies of IU own president, thus presenting a condition
altogether unprecedented lo, American politics.

j

Km-ploy-

'

prln-clnp-

lACKSJIDICTIVENESS
Prosecutor Does Not.Offcr Defense
of Stanford White Nor Denunciation ol Evelyn-ConceThaw May be Mentally Weak.
;

Increase In Amount of Notes Permitted to be In Circulatio- nSpeed y Issuance of Addition-

SUSPENDED BANKS WILL

-

HIS ARRAIGNMENT

SECRETARY OF TREASURY

FAITHLESS

More Unwelcome Advertising for Peerless Leader Urges Support 01
All Measures Advocated by the
Albuquerque Over Scattering
President-Fee- ls
Sure of
Cases of Contagious Disease
-- Final Action ProbNomination as Shown
by His Actions.
able Now.
It look as though the city council
liuu not finished with the trouble resulting from the recent city physician's row and the question of providing a respectable detention hos-plt-

T

VESTS POWER IN

DEMOCRATS TO SHOW

CARNS ISSUES SIGNED

WAY

Original Draft Changed to In- Signifies Justice Will be Served by Milder Punishclude Important Sections-Emphas- ize
ment Than
Emergency
Nature.
Deaih.

Mrs. Wilson Tells of Life In Seeks Nomination on Presl
dent's Platform Because
City Pest House and
People Would SupNeed of Better Acport Him.
commodations.

o

POINTS

FOR SECOND DEGREE

REACHES THE

TO HEAR

It also looks as though

NUMBER 2G

FINANCIAL BILL JEROME

ROOSEVELT'S

COUNCIL

FORECAST

renter. Colo., Jan. 30. Fair tonight
mil warmer south portion; snow sorfk pot
tun; Friday fair sautk port oa; snow 10 rib
portion.
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MORE

WEATHER

al

(New

York,

that Harry

30. Conceding
Jan.
K. Thaw may have had
--

Irrational outbreaks now and then
during his life,
Attorney
District
Jerome In his plea for the convlc- - '
Hon of the slayer of Stanford White,
today, declared there was no evidence presented In the case to show
that Thaw was so Insane the night
of tho tragedy thit he did not know
the nature of his act, or did he know
he was doing wrong.
The prosecutor followed this statement, however, by signifying
very
plainly that he believed
Just lea
would be served if the
defendant
should be found guilty of some lesser degree of criminal responsibility than murder in the first degree.
filiows Jury Way Out.
'
He explained carefully to the Jurors all the elements that enter into
a verdict of murder in the first degree, and followed it by pointing out
a way to two other possible findings
murder in Mho second degree or
manslaughter in the Srst degree.
The argument of the district attorney was In such marked contrast
to his plea for conviction at the trial
a year ago that his hearers were,
surprised at his mild arraignment f
Mi
defendant.
Ills vlndluliveiiassj
was entirely rone.
He made nj
passionate defense of Stanford White
as he did at the former trial. The
denunciation of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
was missing and he naae absolutely
no reference to her In any part of
hU plea,
A Revengeful Murdor.
Instead of this he made a calm
analysis of the evidence presented
at the trial. He conceded that the
defendant possesses mental and physical weaknesses that might havej
influenced him in performing the
act of shooting Stanford White, but
always he came back to the principle of law that a man, to be excused
must be so Insane that he does not
know what he Is doing.
"There is no doubt that Stanford
White was responsible for a great
wrong to Kvelyn Thaw," he declared, dramatically,
being
"and such
the case there Is no doubt iut that
Harry Thaw had every motive for a
(revengeful
murder. This motive
forever swept aside the claim of insanity which knows not what It
does,"
The case will probably be given to
the Jury tomorrow, as Justice Dow-lln- g
has announced he will have hla
Instructions ready by this evening.
.

TERRITORIES COMMITTEE

Now

Mexican at Washington
tinue to Imnrct! Need Of
Statehood.

Con-

.

man-of-w-

ar

1

h

;en-enus-

ball-armor- y,

n,

Washlgton, l. ("., Jan. 30. statefor New Mexico was given a
hearing by the committee on terriA committee
tories this morning.
will ce appointed to make a trip to
the territory during the summer to
make investigations as to the population of the proposed new state.
The speakers before the committee this morning
were Governor
Curry, Delegate Andrews and BradNew
of
ford Prince,
Mexico.
Solomon Buna and Harry
W. Kelly were present at the meeting.
The hearings are to be continued.
Delegate Andrews
today
introduced bills providing for the extending of proof on small holding claims
and the exploration of mines on private lands.
The pension bills of W. C. Stan-wor- d
and '. 11. Adams were passed
upon today and approved. Tha fol
were
lowing New Mexico soldiers
granted pensions already in force:
H. C. Crary and W. II. H.is ings.
re.
The following postmasters.
cently appointed, were continued;
Miguel A. Romero.
Kstancla;
of
Charles O. I.exeh. of portales; Thos.
I!. P'att, of llagerman.
hood

1)11
Old) CIRt I S M
Chicago, Jan. 30. Burr Bobbins,
an old time circus mun, died here today at the age of 71 yesrs. Robblns
was one of the best known of the
old time
circus owners, starting
years ago with a wagon show.

paok rwa

'ALBUQUERQUE
the country, not
yet fieed from the thraldom of Jack
Frost, though there was n promise of
spring in the soft air.
It was to a nlnce very unlike a
circus that Duncan drove, a collection of long, low burns and one large
square building but when they entered the latter, behold, there was n
rea' circus ring with a band In one
corner, i.itioi lously going over un
familiar music.
A stout man nodded to Henry and
stooped to greet Tad.
"You're going to have a circus all
to yourself," ne promised. "Want to
feed the elephant?"
"I haven't any peanuts," Tail's lip
began to quiver, but Henry drew a
bag from his pocket.
"You must have peanuts to go to
a circus," he explained "Come on,
old chap."
He led the way to one of the barns
where Tud fed the elephants and was
pirmitied to go much closer to the
lion's cage than he could at the big
circus. A man standing by even
plurked a hair from the lion's tall
and presented it to Tad with due
ceiemony. Then they went back to
the big building and sat through a
long, delightful dress rehearsal of
Unparalleled
the Boston Brothers'
Railroad circus and menagerie. He
was even permitted to see the cars,
shining In their new pnlnt, and was
permitted personally to talk with the
clown while Duncan
tulked
with
Manager Boston of the chances of an
early season In the south.
"Good luck to you," Henry said, as
they shook hands in parting. "You've
saved one youngster's life and the
season is not yet open."
"He'll b a mascot," said Boston,
is he waved a farewell. "Iliad you
brought him out."
It was past supper time when Dun
can turned a very sleepy little boy
over to his sister. Tad looked up
drowsily as Marion put him to bed.
"There is circuses," he announced.
Really and truly ones like Henry
said. And I got a linn's tail," he
eyelids
added, ns his sleep-heav- y
closed.
Marlon came Into the parlor where
Duncan paced the floor.
"Are you a magician?" she asked.
smilingly. Duncan shook his head.
"I knew Boston was going to take
hlo show south early this year, and
got permission to bring Tad to the
dress rehearsal.
Have I earned my
fee?"
"How can you earn what was al
ready yours?" demanded Marlon as
he drew her to him.
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town they went Into

DAILY SHORT STORIES
Duncan,

I.

V.

(By Kmile Glrard.)

Marlon looked up hopefully as the

mrd was brought her. Even the an

nuunoetnpnt of Duncan's name was
comforting. But the little oblong of
cardbonrd bore In addition to the
Tiame the Initials P. C Perhaps It
culprit."
meant "penitent
Duncan
odd things.
The
a always
Tnaglc letters might be his expression
of regret.
Hut when he came briskly into the
room there was no penitential sorrow
In his cnntenance, only the same
m.rry twinkle of the eyes, the old
l.ftlng of the corners of the mouth.
' "They
tell me that Tad is no bet
ter." he said as he took Marion's
hand.
"As you will perceive from
my card 1 am a physician to chil-

dren."

Marlon's face darkened. This, hen
was the meaning of the card. He
was worried about her brother. For
moment she was minded to renew
the old quarrel, but she needed help
and sympathy, and so she laid her
head on his shoulder und sobbed out
her troubles.
Her f.ither had been obliged to go
to Europe on business and had taken
his wife with him. Marion had been
left In charge of her
brother, und almost before the ship
had pussed fandy Hook Tad had
come down with typhoid.
His robust constitution had thrown
off the disease, but the buttle had
left him weak and listless, and even
d
physician was wortht
ried.
"There is no actual danger,"
he
expluined to Marion, "but he must be
roused from this lethargy or he will
go into a decline."
He had confided the same fear to
Henry Duncan when he met the latter on the street and the younger man
had asked afer his little chum. Then
bedespite the misunderstanding
tween Marion and himself, he could
hold out no longer, and his call was
the result.
"If he should die before mother
comes back what should I do?" walled Marlon.
"Send a cable." advised Duncan
promptly, "but there Is not going to
be any more worry now that the
n
to children has stepped in. May
1 see my patient?"
Marlon led him to the boy's room.
Tad's face lighted as he saw Duncan,
and his fingers twined confidingly
al out the man's firm hand. Duncan
was shocked at the thinness of the
fingers, but he gave no sign.
"What's the matter, old chap?" he
demanded with a voice now wonderfully gentle. "They tell me you don't
Snd the world any gopd any more."
"I'm tired." said Tad plaintively.
"I'll bet you'd ont be too tired to
Co to a. circus," said Duncan.
Tad shook his head.
"There ain't any," he said. "I was
asking Dr. Stanton. He says it's too
early for them."
"Circuses are ho good If they are
picked before they are ripe," admitted Henry, "but if you don't want
too big a cirucs I think I can get
one for you."
"I don't want a play circus," explained :he boy. "I've got some play
circuses. One's In a book and the
other's In the cupboard."
"We got him a toy circus and a
circus book," whispered Marlon. "He
has somehow set his mind on a circus. It will be a long time before
ne comes."
"There are no more circuses,"
Tad sadly. "They've all gone
away."
"Kats!" laughed Duncan. "That
shows all you know about circuses.
Will a little circus do, a real circus,
only with one ring?"
"Real horses. real everything?"
demanded the boy.
"Everything except the tent and
the red lemonade. You nee In winter
they keep circuses in houses so the
elephant won't get his ears
I bet if you had ears as big as an
lephant's you wouldn't like to get
nine-year-o-

gray-bearde-

phy-icia-

frost-bitte-

your ears

n.

frost-bitten-

hot-hous-

ko-lri- fc

ALBUQUERQUE

INTEREST

W
.liiimiicse, ufronts
M.I.Mv.-- .
..ii the little

Am.-itoa-
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ootoooottOttoriooo ocoooaooooooooo
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the eggs.
"The idea of crawling out of your
blankets every morning to be chilled
to the bone, and having to
tramp
three hours before you got warmed
up. they branded as foolish and they
.couldn't reconcile the discomfort
'with the fact that carrying the extra
clothing would have exhausted them
before noon.
"All of us carried our own flasks,
and they couldn't repress their uston-- j
Ishment at the amount of raw whisky the rest of us consumed.
Of
course that didn't bother us much,
out at night when they dragged out
u package of those Turkish cigarettes way, the -- est of us had to take
to the pines till bed time. If you'll
notice you'll see lots of cigarettes
smoked in this country, but vouil
seldom see one of those white, cork
tipped boys, always the brow n ones
that you roll yourself. If you've got
any of those Turkish Joss sticks I'd
advise you not to polute the air out
here with 'em. They ain't popular.
"I f course, It's a fact you do run
across some pretty bad cigars," continued the
thoughtfully
flicking the m.sli from tho reporter's
lop sided stogie.
Just at this moment "All aboard,"
sounded from the platform, and the
reporter made his escape.

PLAN

old-tim-

er

The Ijitest.
Ma made a speech at the .Mothers'
Club,
On "The Evils of the Press."
And the packages the editor got.
Will hold him a while I guess.
She said he w us a black disgrace,

(Though "yellower" than a Chink)

And his reporters mere reptiles.
Who thrive on putrid Ink.
She stoutly urged for cleaner news,

From ribald scandal free,
And offered a resolution
Strongly censuring the A. P

Mil
came home from the
Mothers' Club,
I heard her asking Pa,
"Was there anything In tonight about
Jerome and Evelyn Thaw ?"

When

The Navajo employes of the local
Harvey curio rooms have lately
thown disheartening tendencies
paleface ways. The llrst break
was u shiny new bicycle for one of
tile braves, then h .collapsible
for one of the papooses. Some of the
colony have even taken to Turkish
elgareties. but worst of all Is the new
found joy of one of the younger
loaves who persists in singing to his
dusky sweetheart, "Not Because Your
Htlr Is Curly."
go-ca- rt

imti.

Bryan my 'twas Parker's fault.
And Parker blames only Hryan,
And M use Henry he
With southern courtesy,
Says neither one Is lyln'.
TUe

1

4t text.

It Isn't the man who has done the
great deed that we should really
who Imagenvy, hut the
ines, with his ability, i could have
been done a whole lot better.
two-by-fo-

y
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of Commerce Makes
for Location of PrvMliyU'riiin
Institution There.

BUI

Silver City,

X. M., Jan. 30.
Rev.
formerly pastor of the
Methodist church at this place, died
at his home in los Angeles, Cal.,
recently.
tirand Master Van T. Manvllle, of
the Independent Order of Odd Fellows of this territory, Is visiting the
lodges of the territory.
The committee selected
by
the
synod of New Mexico of the Presbyterian church to locate a sanitarium. In some desirable location In
the territory, will meet here in Sil
ver Cl.y on February 4 to view the
attractions and receive the bids of
this community for that institution.
The sanitarium will be a large affair and the chamber of commerce
here Is going uTter It with commendable enterprise.
At the meeting of the Grant County Telephone company's stockholders
tne annual election of officers ocW. D. Murray was elected
curred.
president and J. W. Bible, vice president. The election of u secretary
was postponed to a later date.
The Rev. Kneelana P. Ketcham,
a noted Presbyterian divine of Free-por- t,
X. Y., Is visiting In the city and
will preach
at the Presbyierlan
church the coming Sunday,
Dr. William Hammer, of St. Joseph's sanitarium. Is visiting In the
cast. He will be absent one month.
Judge L. P. Demlng is home from
an extended visit to his former
home in New Haven, Conn.
Prof. James Douglas, who is a
member of the Phelps-Dodg- e
company, of mining fame in Xew Mexico
and Aiizonti, was. a visitor to Grant
county this past week. Mr. Douglas
was accompanied by his son Walter
and C. E. Mills, manager of the company's interests at Clifton, Arizona.
Silver City is to have a branch of
the Salvation army.
Staff Captain
J. H. Hamherry. of El Paso, has arranged for tne institution of a corps
at an early date. The local company will have headquarters
here,
but will also wo,k In the mining
towns surrounding.
At the annual meeting
of
the
stockholders of the two banks here,
the following officers were elected:
American Nitl.in.il O. C. Shoemaker, president; F. P. Jones and R. M.
Turner, vice presidents.
and A. F.
Kerr, casnier.
First bank
of the
town, the Silver City NaUonal, elected W. 1. Murray, president; H. A.
Martin and T. 1.. I.owe, vice presidents, and J. w. Carter, cashier.
A.

A.

Hyde,

KODOL is the best irmedv known
today for dyspepsia, indigestion
and
all trouoies arising from a disordered stomach.
It is pleasant, prompt
and thorough. Sold hv l ir a i.i.iT
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for a moment.
"I think, dear, we
try
better
cream butter. It is much better and
far easier to make than milk butter.
We always made the cream kind on
the farm.
Mother wouldn't bother
with milk butter.
Of course, milk
O
nan
Its
advantages, but I don't
butter
TUT BKK.NS CHURN.
believe much In it."
"I think I'll try the cream kind
Hy A. 11. Groh.
next time," said Mrs. Briggs, "And
I know I can make better
butter
It was a problem worthy of than the horrid stuff we buy."
"Of course you can, my dear,"
Briggs' tact which met him when he
came home one afternoon.
It was said the tactful Briggs.
soon after they had bought the cow
and installed it in t?ie little shed
near the flat. A boy had fed and
milked the cow, and Mrs. Briggs
reveled In the work of taking care
THE CUB'S CORNER
of the milk, which she kept on a
shelf of the pantry which she desig
nated "the buttery.
The crowning
stroke lit all jias the churn.
Tnls
"I'Imj 'IVinlrrfoot Tiii.il."
she kept us a surprise for Briggs.
The
was sitting on the
who had demurred to her pian to
Alvurado veranda idly watching the
make butter.
crowd
of
tourists from the California
On this afternoon Briggs oted a
the
slight redness about tho eyes of his limited pacing up and down
long
platform.
usually smiling and happy wife. He
easy
"It's
to
tell an eastern man
kissed her, and, pursuing nls usual
plan, affected not to notice anything from a westerner when they are
tiuvellng."
he
as he
commenced,
unusual.
While they were at dinner
he crossed his feet on the railing and
accepted
a
cigar
from the reporter'.
things.
talked about commonplace
Whistling, ne went Into his tiny li- oase.
"Now, a western man will ride all
brary for a postprandial
smoke.
Soon a timid
knock came on the day in a train or wult all night in a
depot without making any fuss, but
door.
"May I come?" tusked his wife, the long rides and long waits seem
to get on an eastern man's
looking in with a half smile.
nerves
"One moment," exclaimed Briggs. every time. I've seen tourists who
He sprang to the door and solemnly had no apparent reason on earth to
assumed the position of a ticket get anywhere in particular in a
taker.
"Ticket. plea.se," he said, hurry, fume and fret themselves sick
and calmly kissed his wife. She over being laid up on u siding half a
day.
smiled up at him.
Instead of taking a walk over
"An, Watson," pursued Mr. Briggs. the hills and enjoying the novelty of
a.
genuine
"I perceive the lady has a pretty,
frontier scene, they pester
dimple In her right cheek. From the porter with questions, eat and
this I deduce the fact that an angel drink more than they should, und
kissed her there. Just where I now finally land on some helpless indivikiss her. Simple, very simple. But dual und talk an ear off him. A litstop, I see sne has been spoiling two tle thing like that never bothers a
lovely eyes
Watson, western man. He Just goes In the
with tears.
mark my words, something has gone smoker und lights his pipe and goes
to sleep.
wrong."
Jt took some urging on the part of
"It seems like the most adaptably
Briggs to get his wife to tell him Inclined easterner has to travel the
aimut it. Finally she admitted' hav- 'tenderfoot trail' a while before he
ing bought the churn.
can settle down to the ways of this
A while buck I was out
"You know, dear, you never did country.
like the butter we buy, and so I prospecting with a party of speculatthought I might just, as well churn ors. We had two eastern capitalists
some myself, since we got the cow." along, and they simply made life mis"And wouldn't It churn, dear?"
erable for the rest of us not inten"I worked all the morning and tionally, that was the worst of it.
half the itfternooii. and It looks Just They were good fellows,
but they
the same now us it did when I be- couldn't strike our level.
gan "
"I really believe thut the coldest,
"We shall see about this,"
bald most disheartening place on earth U
Jirlggs,
big
was a mountain lunyou above the
determinedly.
"I
brought up on u farm, and I'll look timber line just before sunrise. The
Into the matter. Perhaps the churn first morning we broke camp before
il lylight and
is no good."
handed those fellows
They went
to
"the buttery." out u breakfast of hardtack and baBriggs lifted the dasher from tne con anil black coffee the trouble comchurn.
menced. One of them actually pro"Ttie cream looks rather thin," he posed sending hack forty miles to Alsaid.
buquerque to get some grape fruit
"Oh, that Isn't cream," said Mrs, and eggs. loiter in the day when
Briggs. "That's milk.
I asked the one of the pack mules stumbled over
boy about churning, and ne told me a boulder and rolled forty feet down
to skim the cream off. So I did."
the mountain they acknowledged that
Briggs struggled with his feelings perhaps we were wise In eliminating

The boy laughed In delight at the
fancy and beat the counterpane with
his fragile hand.
"Then there's the giraffe," went
on Duncan. "Why. when he starts to
cough, it's a full minute before It
wriggles up his throat. So they keep
circuses in
just like
plants"
"And there really is circuses?"
"You get rested up and we're
to one tomorrow," assured Henry
"Keally and truly?"
"Man's word," ileciared Henry, us
lie put out his hand. "Now you get
better quick, so Dr. Stanton won't
say that you can't come. I'll be here
at eleven."
With a pat on the curly head he
rose and left the room. Marion followed him dovn the hall.
"He will be uwfully disappointed
tomorrow," she said doubtfully.
"Don't believe It." laughed Duncan. "You leave It to me and that
boy will be champion scrapper of the
block In another
month. I have
Ktanti n's permission to assume the
rase.
inability
He admits hlx
to
My fee Is very
meet the situation.
luitce. though," he warned.
"It is
nothing less than a wife by the name
of Marion."
"1 don't think you will be kept
waiting for the fee." she replied,
blushing. "I'm sony I was so mean."
"So am I " he agreed absently.
"That is" quickl). "I mean I am
worry I was menu. I'll be around In
the illuming. "
She watched him stride up
the
jiireet with his springy step. and
,
creatly
turned hack into the huu-ucomforted. Somehow llenrv Duncan
always hrnught comfort where he
came. She hud been so foolish to
allow a petty misunderstanding
to
come between them.
Tad was sitting up. really dressed,
when Henry drove up to the door the
Tiext morning. Already
the queer
medicine had commenced to act, for
he was far more like Ills old self,
and a slight flush of excitement tinged the cheek that had threatened to
fade Into the waxen pallor of death.
Duncan wrapped the boy up warmly, and with a flourish of the whip
they drove off. Away out past the O
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EVENING

"l figure that an advertisement

placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to

QUIT

Henry Denison. American, the Confidential Conference Faded
When Nebraskan Arrlved-- He
Last of thd Foreigners to
Wants Nomination.
Quit Atlkado's Service.
If the news had
before the Paris
paper? stopped declaring war between the United States and Japan
they would have found another casus bell! In the fact that Japan is
about to dispense with the services
of Henry W. Denison of America,
who for year.' has been the chief
legal adviser to the Japanese foreign cftioe In Tokyo.
"The decision of the government
to release Mr. Denison," says a private letter from Tokyo, "is In accordance with Its policy for some time
past to employ foreigners only so far
as necessary. It was to be expected
in the ordinary course of events.
Denison is practically the sole one
left of those foreigners, chiefly Amer- leans, llrltish and German, who In
the last two decades of last century.
had so much to do with the reorgan-Ization. development and Judicious
application of Western Methods inthe Japanese governmental depart-

.
Jan. 2!. Wm.
Washington, D.
Bryan has authorized for publication the statement that If there Is
a committee In Washington or elsewhere, the purpose of which is to
wait on him and Induce him to withdraw as a possible democratic candidate for the presidency, tne committee has not materialized. Mr. Hryan
doubts Its existence. His position as
to his candidacy has not changed.
He is not seeking the nomination,
hut will accept It if the rank and
file of the party decide that he is the
best man to make tne race. He said
further that his judgment on the
matter will not be swayed by the
council of a few; men or a few papers
is of
whose loyalty to the par.y
doubtful character, but will be de
,
-- 7 tne mu
ot
'
'
."" night, and others are to go tomor- "
row night. Those present tonight
t
was
given
statemen
ims
Rankhead, Bryan the
press by a confidential friend of Mr.
Florida
Bryan, who has always been chosen
Cu"berson,
a
k
Daniel.
to make announcements In beha o
.
Frazier. Gore. Johnson,
McOreary. Mr. New- n A not a tons
aipna-th0ivUhle lan(1s. na1 "electedor his guests,lbruptly
em politlca
did not
.,
edited
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The statement if carefullj
inn iiium.ivn. ............ .
ords.
could nave been put in ve
n clash w)tn
, corrl,,or
"Mr. Hryan wants the nomination
her
Mr. Bryan feels that he
rta" some
,
made cautious in-- ;
he
to oe elected against an ma
accepting. He had to
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eat. name, and under
iitics was not to
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the point

in her occidentallzation, lr l may uw
word, when she uelleves she can
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continue
on her present foundation, she now
reluctantly parts with Mr. Denison's
distinguished services.' Indeed. It
regarded as a high tribute
,av
n,i An Indication of the

'
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Japan toward his nation tnat ne nas
fAmaiiMid art Inns
r- x..
1
unaei.u..u,j
"In. addition, .......
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i
den of his duties, and wltn nis de-u- vanclng years has felt keenly the
sire to return to the United States,
especially since hU visit to the Ports
mouth conference with the Japanese
delegates.
"The services both of his British
Herman colleagues, who held
posts of any Importance in the work
dispensed
wore
reorganization,
by Japan long ago."
Of his many distinguished services
for Japan, Mr. Deniso,, perhaps will
"he best remembered for the part he
played as adviser to Baron Komura
nd the otner Japanese delegates at
Portsmouth, where, as well Informed
correspondents who were
Jbere knew, not a single move was
made by Japan without his opinion
ana assent.
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to
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endorse
Mr. Bryan has been in Washington demonstrate further the character of
two days. He came preceded by the his grip on the convention, he will
onrarently well founded report that not go to Denver himself, but will
if there developed among tne "real permit the "real aemocrai
iu
democrats" any opposition to his
Mr. Bryan will leave
him.
for
thlnas
nomination he would withdraw. This Washington .tomorrow night for nannouncement was interpreted mis-o- f
Wednesday
trip.
Southern
takeniy to mean that If such opposl-wit- h there will De a recruueti
demotjon were really felt by thoso
talk of nersuadlng him eo retire
had fought for him In But he will bu back heic later In
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they
and
nis prev0us campaigns
week, and the fiddler crabs will
teu him about U now he the
I. to their holes agaui.
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a
develops
that
Wl)uj qujt. But it
according
to
tne
.,real democrat,"
Bryal, definition, Is one who is
wa"ys for the nomination of Bryan
any and all circumstances.
under
BE
Ttlat mistaken Interpretation led sev
eral Influential democrats to say pri
against
another
were
they
vately
IMIp Cured In
to 14 Days.
campaign with Bryan as flag bearer
He
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New York, Jan. 30. Julia Kuttner
BUILDINGS. men were as valiant ad an army
PUOPOSVUS FOR
Earle. the
came here and .Ferdinand Pinney
Department of the Interior, Office of with banners. But Bryan
to be
fresh from a little investigation of original affinities, are soon
Indian Affairs. Washington, D.C.Jan.
fulfilling the
'his own, conducted down next to the married in Paris, thus set
10
lt08 Sealed Proposals, plainly
aside tne
that had greeted strange compact which
marked on the outside of the envel- - soil, and the yells
San him. throughout It were still ring.ng conventions of society and shocked
ope "Proposals for Buildings,
in his ears. The valor of his oppon-t- o its proprieties last September, when
Juan School. N. M.," and addressed
-,
ents fled tumultously. In these two the artist eent his wife and baby
the Commissioner of Indian Afnot one of them hits ventured away to France to get a divorce that
fairs Washington. D. C. will be re- 2- days
to suggest to him an Intimation of a he might be free.
reived at the Indian Office until
Through
be any ,possl- the influence of C. F.
there could
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ilexico In strict compliance with the likes, and he Is young enough to ner that the divorce decree will
he granted by the French courts within
before
Mnr.!Hnns which may make six more races
the age at which "Uncle a very few weeks.
the of- - reaches
bo examined at this office,
e. Joe I annon is now a canuiumc.
Just as soon as that obstacle shall
Movlcati Santa
llces . .u m
have been removed there will be aN". M. ; Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.S
,,;,,) .hP 1.1pm of nv wedding at whicn, it js said, the for.,oio..
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with
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St.
Association,
none
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of
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and very recently Earle
Minn.; U. S. Indian Warehouses at for that purpose, however, that he chaperon
Chicago, 111., St. Douls, Mo., Omaha,-. came to Washington. It was to talk joined trie party.
Nebr., and at the school. For rur- ovt.r wlth senators and representa
Wliy Suffer from rtheumatlsm?
ftDDlV to Wm. T. tives certain
projects of legislation,
iYior Information
Do you know that rheumatic pains
Shelton. Supt., Shiprock. N. M. C. F. which are of interest to the demorelieved? If you doubt this
crats and out of which they can can be
IiA R It A BEE, Acting Commissioner.
of ChamberJust try one application may
make campaign material.
not give
Pain Balm. It
His talks with senators will he lain's
The Price, or Peace.
you
from oain but will make
The terrible itchlna- and smarting, v.i,i n,,iiv at 4hn dinners clven for rest relief
that
and
possible,
and sleep
The first ortniniv means a srre&t deal to any
Incident to certain ekin diseases. Is nim by senator
applying
by
allayed
instantly
almost
For
()f the thlrty democrats besides one afflicted
with rheumatism.
Drurgg1st..25Mr. Newlands were at the dinner to- - sale by All Druggists.
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the very last line."
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.

S.
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ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
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Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

For Years She Promoted Get- RlclQuick Schemes. Involv
Ing Many Prominent Men.
New York, Jan. 30.
yeurs Ada Jean
tl.ree
. .

For the last

McKey. blue
whlte-hnlrpr. fii.p.i m.,1 mui
a J)0cket edition of Cassia Chad-othk.k and Mme. Humbert, has lived
ln uxury aolely by her wits at the
expense of credulous Gothamites.
She has a criminal record ln three
cities, and a dozen aliases. She was
the promoter of half a dozen paper

J000C000CK0C

CK)O0OOCC000CO

d.

er

- quick
h
enterprises,
and
schemes sprang mushroom-lik- e
from
her fertile brain.
Earlier ln her career she victim
ized a score of prominent men
at
senators,
AVushlngton, congressmen,
ambassadors
and diplomats. Wm.
Mc- Jennings Bryan nad President
Klnley fell for her game.
Her photograph Is In the rogues'
gallery In Boston, where she served
a year in the house of correction In
1902 for larcenly. She operated in
Washington In 1900, where as a
palmist she proposed to Issue a book
entitled "Hands That Have Made
Empires." She was arrested In Chl
money
cago ln 1904 for obtaining
under false pretenses.
From Chicago she came to Net
York. Her first victim was a woman
for w hom she acted as a housekeep
er. Later she met Dr. J. J. coone,
whom she bilked for several hundred
dollars for expenses ln an effort to
organize a company to exploit a gold
mine controlled by him In Colorado.
Encouraged by this she branched out.
Her success was astounding. W Ith.
In a year she was moving In literary
Bohemian and financial circles, living
hotels and dining with
ut fashion-ablsociety women at the Waldorf. She
was u familiar figure In fashionable
socle'y and club life, and all the while
was leaving a scattered trail of bad
to
the
checks from the Battery
Bronx.
were
Arnnni her aeuualntanees
many men of affairs, congressmen
senators, soldiers and financiers. She
.assisted In receiving the guests at a
reception tendered Sir Caspar Pur-doClarke at the Hotel Manhattan
One of her winners was "The
magazine
Golden Age," a defunct
property of which she gained control
and started to revive. She nad print
ed 5.000 copies of a prospectus and
sold stock right and left, took ad
vertisements and collected ln ad
she promoted
vance. Incidentally
ln connection therewith the "International Progress Club" and "The
American Touring Association."
Through the Countess Von Boos
the
F'.rrar Bhe became an official of AmIndustrial Training Schools of
erica, and used her position to extend
Through a rall-- n
her acquaintance.
ad official, from whom she obtained an advertisement for the "Golden
Age" she met his wife, and by her
was proposed to membership in an
exclusive fashionable club. This also
n is profitable.
When the bubble burst the other
day. In an exposure of her operations
hundreds of New York women of
fashion found they possessed souvenir-: of Mrs. McKey's acquaintance in
the way of worthless checks and
notes of hand representing thousands
of d'.llars.
Little Is known of Mrs. McKey's
in
piil. s;ive that xhe was bor
Madison, Wis., and that her parents
were weillhv.

ST. PIERRE TO BE

ON

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

REBUILT

get-rlc-

When the SLomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these orDon't drug the
gans always fail.
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
simply
a makeshift.
Is
Kidneys. That
Oet a prescription known to drugRegists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's preThe Kestorative Is
storative.
Inweak
these
expressly
for
pared
side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up wi h Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
Free
how quickly help will come.
sampi test sent on request by Dr.
Shoop, Kaclne, Wis. Your health U
surely worth this simple test. All
Dealers.

J. D. Eakln, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

8uccasors to
MELINI A EVKIN, and BAC1IECHI tt GIOMI
WHOL.KBALM BMALKHm IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Love of Homo Draws Natives

Back to Earthquake
Island.

W

vrytbtna In neck t9 outfit
aQit fanldloos bar compute

tf

Have Ikjcii appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Sehlltz, Um. U'mp and tiu louis A. U. C. Ilrewerles; Yelleetone.
f.reen Itlver. V. II. Mc Brayer's CV!ut Brook, Ixxila Hunter. T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article
received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.

city rising
Ht. Pierre, Jan. 30,--from total ruin Is what the traveler
now beholds whose path lies beside
the once flourishing St. Pierre at the
for work, should Mount Pelee give
foot of the famous Polee, In Martinique.
the slightest sign of unrest. But, deeffacing the spite all his fears, his superstitions,
Time is gradually
once popular 'belief that St. Pierre and his precautions, the Tebullder of
gaining
would never again be the home of St. Pierre Is constantly
human 'beings, and nature, with her neighbors.
Kach day the little steamboat
cloth of green, by slowly blotting out
from
carries tourists
the evidence of the fearful devastabringing
ago,
Is
years
to
tho new settlement, landing them
tion of five
back' to hills and basins the beauty at the first of the Jetties, to grow on
t. Pierre the garden the dlte of the old.
These people
which made
spot of the West Indies.
must have guides. They pay well
guide
so
follows the tourist
the
SHU living ln respectful fear of the and
peak which In an hour snuffed out and places his hut among the fisherof
men.
the llvee of thirty odd thousands
The 1'lrxt New Ilullclig.
his fellow Islanders, the pioneer Is
not hasty In entering the fallen city,
A business like government
beyond
the built a fairly satisfactory hotel In has
but builds his home Just
the
limit of the green covered ruins.
middle of the mass of ruins. This
Today the new settlement can be was the first new building to rise on
described only as A Ashing village. the foundation of the old. Next barThere are probably a doaen houses racks for housing gendarmes were
Just to the south of St. Pierre, bor- built, and then, encouraged by this,
dering on the Carribean, where the one of the mercantile houses of
most adventurous of the pioneers
erected a branch udjoln-ln- g
have located to take advantage of
the police station, and thus the
the excellent catches to be Had near nucleus of the new St. Pierre was
the great cliffs of Aux Abymes. The formed.
never falling dread of a return of
The (determination of the native
the monster, which Is the popular to rebuild his beloved city Is worthy
superstition, came out ot tne moun- of one of greater cultivation and civtain and laid waste to the city, ilization, for a single view of the city
shows itself ln the new architecture. makes It apparent that his task Is to
of the artistic ilttle domi- be no easy one. Over the greater
ciles of atone with their attractive part of the ruins Is spread a layer
has of volcanic mud and ashes from ten
red tile roofs, the newcomer
built for himself an inexpensive to eighty feet deep, which extends
thatched hut, bare of everything out Up the valley, covering the former
absolu.e necessities; ait of which he aqueduct.
which supplied the city
can leave at a moment's notice and with water for all purposes. To
suffer little loss should occasion dethis waterway must be the first
mand it.
task of the rebullders, and. In this,
The fisherman's boat Is moored at nature will aid them, for where the
bis very door, and his mast Is always mountains about the town formerly
standing and his sail is always ready gave it a few streams, now there are
T'ort-de-'Pran-

Fort-de-Fran-

Ins-.ea-

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with

hundreds pouring down from every
part of the volcano. Already in the
little village beside the ruins one can
see the beginning of such water rum
as existed formerly throughout the
city, from which ln the morning the
housewife drew Iter supply for Ihe
day.

Next, one will note the beginning
of what ln time will probably be another great cathedral.
There on the
hill back of the new born village
stands the little shrine, protecting
from wind and sun 'the miniature
crucifix which has survived the most
turbulent times, to be a guiding post
and a source of comfort to traveler
and settler alike. Here the traveling
priest occasionally gathers his little
flock, with rough volcanic rock for
benches and the shrine serving for
an altar.
This is the beginning of the new
city a city being founded ln fear
and yet ln love. Memories and associations are gradually drawing back
the people of ot. Pierre, who turn
from their work of rebuilding a hundred times a day to rest their eyes
on the crater of the great volcano,
hoping against it, but yet fearful of
again seeing the great
cloud of
smoke and ashes they remember was
the forerunner of the former city's
destruction.

BUYS ALFALFA

RANCH

IN RIO GRANDE VALLEY
Piirt'liUM-- r

Wum

$1,000

Offered Advaiuv of
Property.

lor

Anthony, N. M., Jan. 30. J. ri.
Iferooks, of Kl Paso has purchased the
S. P. Miller alfalfa ranch near here
he ranch, which Is one of the finest
in the Kin Grande Valley sold for
110,000.

of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
hadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a
to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system for the coining event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dii- god-sen- d

Hook
$ i. oo per bottle.
containing valuable information free.
The Bradheld Regulator Co., Atlanta. Ca.
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Mr. Brooks also purchased
the machinery and stock already on
the ranch.
An evidence of the rapidly advancing prices of real estate ln the
Irrigated portions of the valley is
shown by the fact that the purchaser
of this property was offered an advance of $1,000 the day after he
bought.

A Cure for Misery.
"I have found a cure for the misery malaria poison produces," says
It. M. James, of Louellen, S. C. "It's
called Kleotric Bitters, and cornea In
50 cent bottles.
It breaks up a case
of chills or a bilious attack In alno
time; and it puts yellow
most
jaundice clean out of commission."
This great tonic medicine and blood
purifier gives quick relief In all
stomach, liver and kidney complaints
and the rvlsery of lame back. Sold
under guarantee at All Dealers.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATIONjew AND REST

.Mexico neaitn, recreauun,
wnai nas oruugni you 10
sport or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Everybody dop, and the reasons In obvious.
There you find typical ranch' life
with the privations cut otr.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
hoot, fish, trap, or Just simply lonf, and no one will bother you.
Thry
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
to rnsy chairs, and all at your disposal.
Moat ploturenque scenery,
beautiful roads and paths bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and nrt and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
,
ladies and gentlemen.
AMI YOU CANT SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WKHK.
For further particulars, mill at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Itanch, Pecos, N. M.
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F. H. STRONG

uiiit-icnu- e

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By

the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

STRONG BLOCK

rs

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

subscription mates
year hy mall In advance
Ihne month by mall
One month by carrier within city limits
On

Entered as second cla matter at tho
Mer Act of Congress of March S. 187B.
--

A "PRINCESS'
DRESSER
the swellest thing you can put in a bedroom
lth your brass
bed. Why? liecause it's convenient and at tin- - simo time artistic,
yet our price for It Is far from prohibitive if jmir income' ta beyond that of a day laborer's. Will you see it? Admission
nil.
Is

$5.00
50

f- -e

SO

Poxtoffloe of Albnqnrrque,

WE SELL FURNITURE

. M.,

Thn only Mnfttrateri rtally newspaper In New Mexico and the best
medium of tho Southwest.

1

THK ALnCQtrEKQVK CITIZEN IS:
The leading Itepiihllciin Willy and weekly newsaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlie "Square IX'al."

i

"

i
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other food deteriorates so
rapidly as the Oyster. Its habitat is
tJie ocean. It requites coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the nlr in order to retain its delicate
flavor anil Its liolesoinciicss. 8EAL-SHU- T
OVSTERS are brought direct to ns from the choicest beds of
America. They are shucked ' Into
porcelain cases, sealed and packed in
Ice, which never comes In contact
with the oysters. The use of the
Senlsliipt carrier Is the secret of
tlieir superiority.
No

THB ALIU'QUEHQUF CITTZEX HAS:
The finest cqulped Job department In New Mexico.
The late reports hy AswH-lntcPrem and Auxiliary News Service.

l lltST,"
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
"WE GET THE

FURNITURE, RUGS

MOWS

repi dlican i knthal
call eor MK!7n; or Tin:CO.MMITTI
territorial
'.E.

It
im

Farming

: We especially desire to call your attention to our large line of Walking
and Sulky PJowe, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrow?, Cultivators; Hay
Presees, the improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalta Fields., Studebaker Wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REFAIBSrWe cany a complete stock of
rf pairw ior our line 01 gooos.;

I

I

t

Prices the Lowest

t

MAGAZINE WRITERS
WORK IN THIS

f

CITY

ATlKNIGHTS
i

TO

OF COLUMBUS

ed

V,

Oklahoma, the new state, which secured admission to the union before
Ona of the oldest and most civilized terriiories In the country could secure
recognition of her claims, is now at work on bill in her legislature to disfranchise the negro voters. Probably after a while, congress will learn that
New Mexico, tolerates the equality of her voters at the polls reg.irdleh-- of race.
of servitude although she Is not
for stateolr or previous condition
hood.
The admission of Oklahoma to the union in prefence to New Mexico,
Is another striking example of some of the injustice which this territory has
borne in the past fifty years without reproach.
s

rdy

New York society women are to pose us mode! for living pictures. Rut
It borne In mind that they are not to wear the Baths used by the women
who posed as "living pictures" on the tnge when this elan of tableaux was
so xeiiMatloiiiilly popul.tr a few years ago. Nay. nay. They are to simulate
the grand dames of an almost forgotten past when considerlily more clothes
were worn than are now popular with women In "high" society.

he

Propose to Give City .Descrip
tive Story and Kefuse to

CELEBRATE

"See Kurope if you will, but see
America first."
This is the slogan of "See America
First," a magazine published at Se
attle, Wash., which proposes to give
Albuquerque a descriptive write-u- p
and not charge a cent for the work.
John F. Gilbert, artist, and W. 10.
Macarton, writer, are the agents of
this
the magazine, having arrived
morning from El 1'tuto. where they
were on a. similar mUslon. and are
already pushing their pencils with
the above object In view.
"We don't want any money and
we are not soliciting any pay for the
work we are doing," uald Mr. Gil
bert. " See America First' pays our
expenses and all that we want is
courtesy and a few subscriptions for
our magazine. We have been in Kl
Puso, Tex., and Tuscon, Phoenix and
Presr-ott- ,
Ariz., und In fuct every Im
portant' city between here and the
lining the same work that we
are engaged in here, and we will
tour the entire United States. While
In F.l Puso we made a side irip to
We have been
the City of Mexico.
shown the greatest courtesy at every
we
place
have visited, and every
where we have found the people
greatly pleased with our work."
'Messrs. Gilbert tind Macarton call
ed upon Secretary McCanna, of the
Albuquerque
Commercial club this
morning and their proposition has
been endorsed by the club.
They plan to gather photographs
und sketches of each town visited
and the pictures of prominent men,
together with data which will later
magazine
be used in compiling a
article, telling of , the advantages
each town has and the things worth
visiting.
co-.ix-

t,
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STl lENTS

I

"THE

Our shirt and collar work Is per
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" Is
the proper thing. We lead others
fect.

rollow.

IMPERIAL I.AITNDHY CO.
I'. N. M. DltVMWIC ('Mil IX
;1UI.."
"THE
EI. US'
I'UIDAV.
THEATKE.

Hewitt's

Salve
piles.

I'.

CarbollzetV Witch Hazel
Is especially recommended for
Sold Hy J. H. O'Rlelly Co.

DIUMATIC Cl.l'D IN
"THE
Ol KL,"
ELKS'
I'UIDAY.
THEATRE.
N.

M.

ivrupffigs
acts pentlyyot prompt-

And now the French prophets declare that the restriction of Japanese
Is only a postponement of serious trouble between Japan and
It would be a mighty good plan
If ucn were
the I'nlted States.
for the gentlemen of France to mind their own business.

me system ojjettu ally,

pow-sibl- e

Western railroads tire said to be contemplating tin increa.se in the
weights of ail kinds of freight.
This would practicu'ly im in an
Some months ago the eastern
In the rales on many shipments.
.
made a similar inrre.i-eThe IhiIiii attested in Albuquerque the other day who was wearing six
pairs of trousers, must have been dresse 1 for initiation into some fraternity
where the goat is particularly busy.
In
In the congress of this country, the favorite ons are all the rac.
the parliament of England, the woman suffragists appear to hive most ,f
the spotlight occupied.

tig

The Knights if Columbus will shortly give a banquet at which font teen
turkey will be exterminated.
That's the proper sort of an Initiation.
How ubout the trade excursion?

i

go.

Wholetalm and Retail

Thirty-Tw- o

Turkeys Will be

Carved at Banquet-Car- ds
and Dancing.

St. Ioiiis Wool Market.
St. l..oui. Jan. 130.
Wool xteady;

Under One Management

AH

unchanged.

Si. Iiuis SM'ltcr Market.
Ijouis. Jan. 2l. Spelter
Htedy, 4.55.

St.

Walter Wellman. whose ear is ever :it the curbstone, announces In his
usually grandiloquent style that Wall street is whipped. "President Hoosevelt
nd the people of the prairies and the mountains who have stood behind him
have subjugated the great power," ay Mr. Wellman. It's rial kind of him
to declare us In on the deal.
Immigration

13

Quality the Best

.

Mcintosh hardware

l

ni-r-

i

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

TaKe Money for It.

Again Albuquerque Is recelvit g some mlRhty poor advertising as a result
about the
of the row over the city physician's charges and the little Kcan-Vijiest house, together with some half a dozen Isolated cases of small pox. When
the first few cases of small pox appeared, there was a disposition on the
part of all to quarantine, fumigate and forget the Incident. There Is seldom
a town in New Mexico where there are not a few cases of small pox each
winter and they occasion no alarm.
There are a few oasea at present In Albuquerque. Just as there are at
There
nearly any town in the territory where you may make Inquiry.
nothing to be alarmed about.
The only thing that Is displeasing Is that
pox
and a city ordinance
this continual fusa over a few mild oases of small
ejnd a city pest house, Is quite likely to result In frightening timid who are
e
uuriuK uio wuuri .
lsuors in ine city or w no Hre iiKciy 10 vin
If therd was a small pox' epidemic or anything of the sort it would be
The
different, but as the matter now stands there Is nothing of the sort.
few scattered oases of
small pox In this city have been so mild that
there is no cause for alarm.
However, the whole affair has resulted in some mighty poor advertising
for Albuquerque.
The matter has been bruited about, however, until there
is no use in wasting further time In useless discussion and Its consequent ill
effects.
ret.. rUUdn Anaa ni. bMa
on.. ft4tlnn I t a nratAnt nn trnvnraV
and will not do so. The proposition Is ona that requires the use o' common
sense and not sensationalism. There is undoubtedly something wrong someThe city council should
where because there have been so many complaints.
have a complete Investigation mude of the whole affair In a quiet sensible
tnanner, take steps to provide a comfortable pest house If the present one is
as loathsome aa represented, and then see that the few cases of contagious
disease are cared for and kept In strict quarantine.
It la time Albuquerque had done with anything approaching sensationalism In such an affair as the present ono.
The Citizen refuses to take a stand in the matter other tlmn to say that
Wherever trouble exists. It lies within the power of the city council and board
way, and end
of health to get together, take the matter up In a business-lik- e
the unpleasant effalr.
If any official is at fault, he should be dealt with summarily and if there
Is anything wrong with the ordinances, they should be overhauled promptly
,
and effectively.
matter about which the
There Is no use in continuing to harp upon
least said will be the best for all concerned.
advertlsing'of
Albuquerque needs no
the sort resulting from the present
Status of affairs.
The citizens directly affected should aid in helping to
djust the matter.
It's a business proposition as much as a health precaution, to see that
an end is put to so much useless talk.
If we need an adequate pest hous let's have It.
Those persons affected with the disease are entitled to the sympathy of
the community and the best care it is possible to give them. But there is
tio need for a. further continuance of charges and counter charges and the
thing to do is for those in authority to get at the bottom of the affair and
then remedy whatever la wrong.
If we need a better city physician, let's have one. If the city physician
Is not to blame, he should be exonerated.
Hut something should be done
fiually and at once to relieve the city of the present most unpleasant and unprofitable notoriety. Let's not knock our city without the slightest cause.

1

Write for Trices and Descriptive Catalogues.

f

Poor Gctoertising
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DEALERS
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Implements

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

9

A meeting of the member of the Republican Territorial Centrnf 4
Committee of the Territory of New Mexico. I hereby called, to be 4
held at the Commercial club at Albuquerque at 10 o'clock a. ni., on 4
the 18th day of February, A. 1). 190K. for the purpose of designating
4he time and place for the holding of a territorial convention, which 4
4 convention will be held for the purpose of selecting delegates to rep- - 4
41
renent the territory of N'ew Mexico at the next national republican 4
4 convention, which hits been called to meet at Chicago during the if
for presl- f7 month of June next for the purpose of naming a candidate meeting
of 4
dent and for vice president of the United States; and said
lso, of
9 the territorial central committee Is called fur the pu: one,
V transacting such other business as may be properly brought up at said
meeting. The apportionment and method of selecting delegates from
'
each of the various counties will be arranged an1 provided at said 4
meeting.
'
"
A full attendance and every member of the committee Is request- Proxies will be recognized when held hy persons 4
ed to be present.
residing in the same county wherein the member giving such proxy 4
'
4 resides.
v
ii. o. luritsrM,
7
Chairman.
4
"
C V. SAFKonn, Secretary.

t BOB

enna
ly ontie boui4s, cleanses

assists one in ovoifomin

habitual constipation
permanently. To et its
oenojicial objects buy

tho ckmuino.
Manufactured !y tKo

CALIFORNIA
Fio-StrupCo- .
SOLD BY LEADING

The locul order of the Knights of
Columbus Is preparing to celebrate
the sixth anniversary of the organization in a splendid dinner and social affair to be given In the Elks'
opera house building Tuesday evening. February 4.
The Elks' lodge room, tne ball
room and the banquet hall
have
been reserved for the occasion. The
uffalr will be attended by the members of OAe lodgel and their lady
Xriendd. each motnbti being entitled
to tho entertainment of one lady.
The social feature of the
affair
will be a progressive
card party,
which will begin at 8.15 o'clock. The
banquet will follow at lU:3u, and
promises to be an elaborate spread.
David Coombs, proprietor of the new
restaurant on South Second street,
will do the catering.
The gue;s will
be seated at sixteen tables, the piece
de resistance being turkey, a large
specimen of which win be placed at
each end of each table. The committee on entertainment has had
some trouble enlisting carvers, but
the committee promises to have a
good knife brigade on duty when the
hour of the banquet arrlve-s- .
The
meal will constat of seven courses.
O. N. Marron will b toastmaster.
Dancing will follow the banquet.

0RUCQ5TS-6O4.B0TTl-
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New York .Money Market.
York, Jan. 30. Prime
mer

$2.00 Per Day

N'ew

cantile
money

paper

5

fu

on call ea.sy

Cliicago

ay 60
May
M

(at.i

I'ork

;

Itibx

per cent;
per cent.

2

July

58
4 4.

July
50;
$12.17', May

Jan.
Jan. 17.62
Jan.

Jird

(n

1

Market.
tta&rdto; July

WheatMay

94.
Corn

6

M ;

12.67i

7.82V4-S6.47?-

York Central
Pennsylvania ..
Southern Pacific
I'nion Pacific
Preferred
Amalgamated Cupper
New

S.

A la Carte

Preferred

That the Market Affords.

Iivcsunk.

Buffet Lunch
SKILLKD SERVICE

Breakfast
Dinner

STl DENTS

THE

l

Table de
Large,

CROOK"
FOR

West Gold

Hote-2- 07

d
Room. Prompt. Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Well-Lighte-

Breakfast

25c
35c
35c

Supper
PATRONIZED

"BLACK

RATES REASONABLE

The Home Restaurant

f.Vini'ii 7.20.
VARSITY

Hotel

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

?

Clilinjro livestock.
Chicago. Jun. 30. Cattle receipts.
8.00(1. .Market
steady, peeves $3.60
(iiO.10; cows and heifers $ 1. 70 fu 4.60.
Tex.ins $3.30 4i 4.00; calves $5.00(fi
.00; westerns $3.70 (Ji 4.60; stockers
and feeders $2.60 4.60.
She.-receipts 10.000. Market weak
Westerns $3.25 iv 5.60 ; yearlings $4.90
Hi 5.6(1:
lambs $5.0041 7. 5; westerns

GUUi."

ServiceWith Oxford

Positively the Finest Imported and Domestic

3

hl
28
92

City

The Oxford Buffet

1221-

S

KaiiKUs

Most Attractive and Convenient Place in the City.

;

72
87
97 ',4
113V4
73 Ti

Preferred

U.

Centrally Located, Modern, Well Furnished.

.

May
May $6.77Vi.

York Stock.

X

AtchMuinn

Special Rates by the Week or Month

94

fty

BY

6 to 9

Dinner

12 to 2

Supper

5:30 to 7:30

THE BEST PEOPLE OF THE CITY

BOOKED

FEBRUARY

8TH

Manager Matson, of the Elks'
era house, announced
morning
that the coming or the "Rlack
Crook'' was assured,
The date will
be Saturday, January Mil.
A week
ago Mr. Matson received a communiLUMBER JACKS GIVEN
cation from the "Hlaca Crook" management asking for the date of January 6. which had already been givTEN DAYS EACH en "The College Pennant."
On being informed that the rtate of January 6th could not be given It, the
Will Pay line Digging on Site or management of the "Hlack Crook,"
appreciating that AlouiUeniue was a
New Contention Hull.
good
town, so arranged Its itinerary as to be able to arrive here
Two lumber jacks who
engaged 011 tlie lat.er date.
yesterday atternoon in a running
light, the battleileld being the alley
I'. X. .M. DRAM YI'IC t l.l It IX
between Fiist and Second strecin. at "THE
4.IRI.."
rHIDY,
El.kV
Gold avenue, to a clothing More on THE YI'HE.
t
First
reel, near the Alvarado pharmacy, where tlie
UOl till DRY.
vanquished
one
Do you know what thU means? If
took refuge and called for the poour
not
drivers to explain it to
ak
lice, were given
ten days on the
.t reet by Judge Craig this morning you. IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.
and put to work shoveling dirt uu
the site of the proposed new convenV RsTY
STUDENTS IX THE
tion hall and armory building.
I.."
(lit
To Judge Craig tho
men gave
The reason we do ao much ROUGH
their, names a. iichulU and Sche-cheDRY work is because we do It right
and said that they were from and
price you cannot afford to
Kettner, N. M ., wbere they had been have atIt the
done at home
working at logging.
IMPERIAL, LAUNDRY CO.
r,

American Plan 216 North Second

1

Kansas City, Jan. 3.
Cattle re
ceipts 6,(100. Market steady. Southern
cows
steers $4.00iQ)4.76;
southern
PEOPLE SET WATCHES
$2.80(13.75; atocker? and feeders
$3.00(i 4.70; bulls $3,004( 4.15; calves
BY CUT OFF TRAINS $3.5031 6.25; western steers $4.00S
5.25; western cows $2,7554.50.
receipts
Sheep
6.000.
Market
teady. Muttons $4.50 415.50; lambs
tiood Weather lYcvalls Along New $6.25ii
7.00; range wethers
$4,504)
lEoiut, Enabling Trains to Hull
10; fed ewes $4.25 fit 5.00.
on Time,
J. V. Key, superintendent of construction for the Santa Fe on the
Eastern Hallway of New Mexico,
who Is In charge of the trains on the
new road at present, says that his
trains are running with such punctuality that the people living along the
line, set their umches and clocks by
them.
"We haven't had a train live minutes late in twenty days," said Mr.
Key at the Alvarado this morning.
"And I want to tell you that all this
talk about buj weather and snow
storms on our road is bugbear. We
are having liner weather on the cutoff than you are having in the Kio
Grande valley.
We have the
real
N'ew Mexico climate on the other
side of the mountains, with an Italian trimming."
Mr. Key was in the city to meet
General Manager Hurley and other
official of the Santa Fe who were in
the city lost n'ght.

The Oxford Hotel

New York .Metal Market
York, Jan. 3U. Lead dull.
New
13. "it'll 3.7r; lake topper uuiet, 13
iii
3 'H ; silver 55
c.

op-th- is

The Myers Rooming House
904 South Third

Largest Rooming House in the City
Elaborately Finished Throughout, Thoroughly
Modern, Handsomely Furnished, Home-Lik- e
and Comfortable Rooms.

Rates Reasonable

Management of M. F. Myers
THORNTON. THE CLEANER.
Located at III North Third street
The only real aieam cleaning plant In
We are now better
the southwest.
ever before to clean
than
.Vthing that 1. cleanable 1. clean- Ing. pressing and repairing clothes,
we take the front seat. All we ask

is a trial.

All work guaran:ee1. Sec- ond hand clothing bought and sold.
Gooda calle(1 for and deHvereu on
8hort notite. phone 460

i
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.
called forth by a letter written by
Mrs. 1
& Wilson,' who was confined at the detention house. Copies
of her letter were sent to members
of he board of health and the city
council. Her letter is a follows:
"Albuquerque, N. M.. Jan. 22, 108
"To the Hoard of Health of the City
of Albuquerque:
"Oentiemen: After the city health
officer pronounced my case smallpox ami put up the quarantine, he
said he would either have to keep
the whole Occidental building under
quarantine or take nte to the pest
hou'e, to which my husband
ob
jected, on the ground that it wasn't
a fit place to take a sick person,
much less a woman; upon which the
city physician declared that the pest!
house hal been newly fixed uo and
toom especially prepared for wo
men; that everything was In good
condition and comfortable, that it
hud a floor and that 1 should have
proper care.
"I'pon Inquiry It was found that
no women attendants
or patients
were nut there, and It was decided
th.it my mother should go with me.
When the ambulance came the city
physician seized upon my bedding
Request was made
wml mattress.
that a cheaper mattress be taken Instead, and the one I had been using
was
To which answer
fumigated.
made that the mattress would have
to be burned Anyway, If not taken.
However, four patients were brought
out while 1 was there, no mattress
or cover was brought with
them
(as there was then enough there)
and I have ascertained
that their
beds were fumigated an I are now-li-

REASONS WHY
YOU 'SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

iental Life Insurance Go.

Baking

Powder, being in
dispensable in the preparation of our daily food, must
be free from noxious ingredients

Of New Mexico and Arizona

It is a home industry.

It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

pro-

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

someness are the unquescharacteristics of

tioned

mis id

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

President.

HRFAM

TRY THE

NEW SHOE STORE
NEXT DOOR TO POST OPflCE

our

Complete purify and whole

J. H. O'Rielly,

Joshua S. RaynolcU,

'
(fegD

Mm poivurn

1

-

R5

PATRICIAN 5M0E

I

KorLadies will please you.

LP
a i

They cannot be surpassed.
Simpier-Clar-

Shoe C2.

k

Its active principle, cream of tartar, a pure, health-givin- g
fruit
acid, is derived solely from grapes
Poisonous Ingredients arc found In the
d
baking powders. Their
active principle Is a mineral acid derived from sulphuric acid, oU ol vitriol
Study Ike label and boy
only baking powder aide

from ercamel tartar

GIVE US A CHANCE
figure on that bill or lumber.
Our lumber come from our own
mills located In the bent body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just aa cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

n

BIO

CITY

Q.fl..r3

tions for such hospital and have them
t
the city
ci.uncil. 1 have also been Inspecting,
city
council,
under pnrmlssiou of the
suitable sites for the location Of
hospital.
such
This urgent matter would
have
been brought before the recent meeting of the board of heiilth but the
lime of that body was fully employee! during the session and which precluded a hearing of this matter of
pressing Importance.
1
know that In cases of contagious
diseases many complaints are made,
Kith by the. patients and by citizens,
hut the actual experience of an offi
cer charged with duties of a char
acter so critical during such seige is
a very different matter. Jt is very
easy to criticise and to say that this
should have been done or that should
have been avoided, but when con
fronted .with responsibilities serious
as have been those which
have
threatened the health of our citizens
during the past three months, I know
that 1 have done my full duty. Vigor
our efforts have prevented the gener
a ' spread of a malady which had it
taken deeper root would have atlllct
ed a very largo number nf people and
would also have Intercepted the free
course of business within our city.

COUNCIL

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

(Continued from Paue One.i

right of selection.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
preaervea
telephone
The
your health, prolong yor life
and proteots your hone.

The telephone makes the
duties tighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

IN TOUR HOME.

TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
fKjmcmomomomcmomcmomomomomomomomomomomomamcmomjmjmom

r06t06tt34K)K360K)60

Mrs. Wilson and
her husband declined to make a selection of a place of quarantine.
I
also suggested Unit the two or three
children of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
should be removed from the Occidental building to some comfortable
place, as In the event that such children or any of them should become
afflicted with the disease, it would
become necessary to again fumigate
the building, and I suggested one of
.he cottages owned or controlled by
either Mrs. Wilson, her luifband or
Or. K. X. Wilson as a unliable p i acts
and 1 believe that thereafter the
children were placed in a. cottage.
Mrs. Wilson nor her hufband did
not object to the pest house us an
I). H. CAK.t.S. M. D.
unfit place, especially for a lady.
City Physician.
They asked me, however, as to the
he following affidavits were secondition of the pest house and I
told them that it was comfortable cured by Dr. t'arns and submitted
J and free from dampness. 1 also in- as a part of his statement:
Albuquerque, Jan. 3D,
formed them that It was an adobe
building. I did not fttaJe to Mrs. To the City of Albuquerque, lioard
1
of Health:
Wilson or to her husband that the
I wish
to state In aitmifr to the
1
building had a floor and had been recently fixed over and a room espec- charge brought against the treatment
ially set apart for women. There was oi tne patients at the pest house aa
i hots ever, in the building a room es seen in tile Morning Journal, writ
pecially set jHlde for female patients, ten by Mrs. Wilson: Sh" said she had
Nothing was suld upon the subject as to do her own cooking, dishwashing
to the furnishings of the building; or ' and the care for her own
room.
lt
appointments and no questions When 1 came here Friday, Jan. 18, I
told
who
were heie
the ladies
were asked regarding the same. Mrs.
Wilson requested before her removal three that I would d the cooking,
to the pest house that she be allowed dishwashing and she stopped me and
to take her own bedding and mat- - said: "We can tend to eiir own work.
tress, I informed her that there was No one can cook to suit me." AptJ
bedding for her use in the pest as to lack of attention from the doc.
house, but she preferred to provide lors they have been us attentive as
her own bedding therein and her :hey could possibly be. While It is
request was acceded to. Mrs. W'lison true my arm was sore, still I man
1
also stated that as her mother was aged to do everything necessary
mniune from the disease she wished do no! believe any one else will make
her to accompany her to the pest any complaint of doctor or nurse.
house and care for her. This request Anything further as to our house,
was hImo acceded to. A female nurse, it is not as good as we need, but we
however, was provided as soon si one are doing the best we can under
could be secured who was Immune present conditions.
to the disease. I also Informed .Mrs. (Signed)
MltS. C. A. KAKES,
Wilson und her husband
The Nurse.
that all
supplies such as water, provisions,
Albuquerque, Jan. 30, 1U0K.
fuel and so forth were carried
to
the pest house from the city, and To Whom it ALuy Concern:
I came to thu pest house J
28,
when a complaint was made as to
the tante of the water I carried wa- and found It warm und comfortable.
When
same
that
afternoon the wind
ter In jugs from the city 10 the pest
lioune tor the use of Mrs. Wilson blew, but I saw no dirt coming In
was
und this service
performed and there la a food roof on the house
daily. It is usual for the patients to l'r. t,:irn represented tilings to me
mak a list or have one made for worse than they really are. I certhem in which they state their wants tainly have tine treatment. The1 dochave
and Mrs. Wilson did this. an. I in each tors have given me anything
Instance her desires were fulfilled. asked for. This is brought out by
In the Morning Journal,
The charge made by the city for the articles
maintenance in the pent house is $3 and I write this voluntarily.
(Signed)
MISS KVA McXIFK.
per day. This to be paid by the
have nothing whatever to do
I came In here January 14 and I
wllh this charge. It was made and acquiesce with Miss McMff's foregorequired long prior to my accession ing statement.
I receive no benefit from
to ofrtce.
Ui.gnedi
MRS. H. I.. ZKL-NKIt. The money does not go to me. It
belongs exclusively to the city.
Albuquerque, Jan. 3U, 13H
make a charge of $2 per day for vispKSt House.
iting p.iiients in the pest house. This To Whom it May Concern:
charge of
is the same whether I
We wish to malty a Small
statemake one or more visits and I usual- ment In regit "J to condition of
ly make two visits each day. During
ique de'.entlon hospital or pest
XI r
Wilson's illne.-- s at the pest house. While the house is not what
I
saw
her at least once und the city of Albuquerque can afford
house
usually twice a day. She made no the physicians and attendants are
complaint to me on the subject of very attentive and seem very willing
her treatment, but always expressed In doing for us what they can and
satisfaction and said thai she was try to make condition as agreeable
getting along nicely. Some of the as pos.-lbl-e
under the ih cu'iistances.
leading physicians of our city have The food Is of the best quality and
been attending their patients in the plenty of If. Fresh water U brougdt
pest house. These physicians are per- us each day. We have no complaint
sons who will never be charged with I tn.iki as we know things are bethe neglect of their patients or of ing made as agreeable for Us by the
permitting them to remain In a place city physician and uttendants as
where facilities for comfort and cure could le expeited under the circum.Mrs
are not maintained.
Wilson stances.
speak of the roof In the pest house
Respectfully,
leaking. Trior to her removal there
Signed)
a heavy rain occurred, during which
D. O. PKCKK.VI'Al'OH,
a number of patients were in the
J M. SWKKXKY,
building, and
know that the roof
K. J. FERaCSSO.V.
did not leak. 1 saw no evidence of
P. K. We write this voluntarily,
it, and the patient
then there said having noticed Mrs. Wilson's statethat the roof of the building did not ment in the Morning Journal.
leak, siince my recommendation for
a hospital for coutaglou-- diseases. 1
Mrs. Wilson's
have prepared pian and specifica
The statement by Dr. t'arns
1

o
5 Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
ffopmlr oh Mining mno mm mmonmory
mvoimtt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.

'

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Rooting

First and Marqoette

Alboqoerqoe, New Mexico

WE FILL

B. RUPPE

RI6HT

PRESCRIPTIONS

At Consistent
Prices

203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF

CQaUERCC
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The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
COPPER A NO 7 HMD

Complete and Unexcelled Line of Groceries
Direct Importers of Italian Goods,
Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, etc.

New Store

:

Fresh Stock

LORENZO GRADI, Prop.

:

Dest Brands
PHONE 1029

'
'

j

'

1

X
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WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

Qty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited. Telephone 1036, and
Goods will be Delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
AH

New Tables, and First

Class

Treatment

CRADI & GIANNIM, Props.
109 South First Street
)aC)000C0aoaO0aoO0 C0CCCK)00oao0KaC

Is-lt-

FOLDING

GO-CA-

RT

item
v w.

wm

nf

Upright

Reclining

Closed

fc

THE ALLW1N FOLDING
cart
that is built just at the mother wants them. Twenty
new patterns for 1903. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from
GO-CART-t-

$7.50 to $17.50
On exhibition now at

ALBERT FABER
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies
WEST CENTRAL AVE.

'308-31- 0

use.

FOR ready for submission

TOJJEAR

GRANDE LUMBkfl CO.

Phone 8.

CHARGES

inS:,,;;'r

40

at the pet house
arrived
about 6 o'clock p. m. The room Into which I wa.s to have been put
was so tilled with formaldehyde gaJ
that It was Impossible to put me in
there. This room which had been
prepared especially (?) for women,
is about ten by twelve feet square,
of crudest adobe and dirt roof. On
one side was a few rough plunks
(on which was to have been put my
being dirt
bed),
the remainder
floor. In one corner is a small sheet
Iron stove. Against the wall one
grocery box was nailed; a stock of
and
old bedding lay on the walls,
there was one chair.
"When my mother decided that
it would
be Impossible to sleep in
this room that night. I was taken In
to the room which hud been occupied by four men patients, only one
of whom was there, as three hud
In this
been released that day.
room, which Is about twice the sl.e
of the first room, at one end were a
few planka which partially covered
the floor for about six feet. On these
planks were three single cots of the
cheapest kind, end old, part of
them being reinforced with haling
wire, and which when occupied sagged to the limit of the wire springs.
In the corner of the dirt floor was a
fourth cot. In about the center of
the room was a sheet Iron heater. In
were two more
front of which
A dirty kitchen table, an
planks.
obi woshstund, two broken and one
rush bottom kitchen chntrs. some
goods boxes and much trash completed the furniture of this room.
the
The one man patient and
Mexictin attendant put their cols In
the kitchen. Daylight revealed that
Ihis room was about, the same size
of the second, entirely dirt floor. In
the center of the room was A smallest size cook stove, propped up with
udohe bricks for front legs. On one
side of the wall a plank was nailed
for u shelf, also an apple box for a
cupboard.
Several boxes piled here
and there answered for receptacles,
groceries, etc., tin coffee and tea
pots, frying pans (tin), and two or
three granite sVe pans, tin stew pans,
a few cups and suueers, some yellow
cartliern bowls, steel knives and
forks, one small china pitcher, sundry siiihII things and R very dirty
kitchen table furnished the equipment or the tltchen.
being another woman
"There
lirought out the same night I wus.
we continued to occupy the room
we slept In the first tilght, the Mex-l.-a- n
assisting us in cleaning it up
the best wa could.
"On the third day my mother returned home, tut I was then able to
v. ait
upon myself. The other woman and I cooked all our own meals,
washing our own dishes, dish towels,
(which I took out with me), hand
low els ami cared for our own room.
"The Mexican, who was very
kind and willing to lielp, made our
fires, brought In otir wood, water,
etc. The water that was famished
was kept In whiskey barrels and
lasted so strongly of whiskey that it
After about a week
was sickening.
drinking
getting
we succee' led In
water brought us in Jugs.
"During a cloudy spell the Mexican attendant became very much
worried for fear we would frave ruin,
and requested some canvas to be
put up over the beds In esse of rain,
as the roof luiked very badly. However, neither canvas nor the rain
materialized. Hut when the wind
blew the dust that shifted from the
dirt roof and floated in the atmosphere was suffocating.
"When we first went we found
the fresh meat sitting open and
dried on tin- shelf, the bread in a
basket with a rag thrown over It.
food sitting around open, etc., etc.
was
furnished
However, the food
abundant and of good grade.
tin Friday before the Wednesday
that I was released, the Mexican was
dismissed and a nurse brought out.
"From thut time I brought In my
w ood
w n
and w ater, made our
fires and. 111 fact, assisted the nurse
some, as she was suffering greatly
from a vaccinated arm (it being
her duty to cook for the then four
men patients).
to
like.
"Now, what I would
know la. why should the city pnysi- iian misrepresent the condition per-or
the pest house to people and
suade and compel them to go there,
five
and then try to charge them
dollars per day for such accommodations aa these?
"If there Is the sllgh'est dAitbt In
the mind of any member of the
board as to the accuracy of any of
my statements, I request the bortrd
to make on Immediate personal Inspection of the pest house In which
I was imprisoned by the city of Albuquerque. ' It la not creditable to
cur city that persons afflicted with
disease through no
a contagious
fault of theirs, should be treated
"1
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low-price-
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pack nrm.

ESTABLISHED

OIJ5 RELIABLE."

1J72.

L. B. PUTNEY
GROCER

THE WHOLESALE

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

M.

O00O00KD00O0OOOi

GOOD Possession,
SIGHT
and
Is a

Priceless
you should not allow your eyes
to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and
GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

Carnes, Oph. D.

C. H.

wtirse than convicted felons, nor Is
It creditable
that the board of
suffer
health or city Council will

such things to continue when once
brought to their attention.
"M HS. V. E. WILSON."
CANDIES.
WALTON'S DRUG 8TORE.
1IOMK

KKR'S

MA1F.

v'xT;

HAVE A LOOK
AT OUR LINE OF

Loose Leaf Devices
One or more of our various styki used
in business

HELP THE BUSY MAN

COAL

MERICAN

14

TALK IT OVER WITH

BLOCK.

H. S. LITHGOW

CKRRILLOS L'

ANTHRACITE

BOOK-BINDE-

Furnace,
Mixed.

Not

R

RUBBER STAMP MAKER
Phone 924 : 312 W. Gold Ave.

CLEAN UAH COKE.

SMITIIIMl CO.L.
NATIVE KINDLING
FOR CASH ONLY.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

tl.

ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANC1-

AUTOMOBILE

A

COMPANY

IX CITV

Automobiles dally to points in
the Estancla Valley. Special cars
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by th
day or hour in and about the clty
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Estancla, and return may
exchange them for hourly service
In the city or other points.
InFor further information
quire at the General Ticket ofBc
and garage, 408 W. Copper
Albuu.uero.ue, New Mexico. Phone

Columbus Hotel

Follow the Crowds

W. H. HAHN & CD,
XWCXXXXXXJOOCXXXXJOCXXXXXXXJ

IJKST MEALS

ocxxxxxxxxxxxxjcxxxxxxx)oo

Board and Room

$16.00

Per Month and U p
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

MRS.M.E.NORRIS
1

10

Fait Coal Avenue

CRYSTAL THEATRE
W. It.

Mgr.. 120 West Gold

Till

Week

BIG MOYING PICTURE SHOW
f Oo- - A OMISSION. I Oc
Ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy niatlnse
every Saturday; complete changi of
program Thursday;
granl amateur
t i nival Friday night.
A few choice front seats, 20c; no
raise in prices.

ti,

846.

and pick up a few of the many, bargains in just the things you need now
$1.60 men's corduroy pants now
Iirys' 60 and 60c corduroy pants,
size 4 to 8
Beys' knee pants
lteMen's bib overalls
4e
8
heavy
ribbed underwear.. fro
Men's
Ladles' heavy ribbed underwear
Children's heavy ribbed under10c and lfo
wear
26c and 35c glass bow la
4
Cctton blankets
See our circular for hundreds of
other bargains.

lo

lo
lo

CASH
Consult

BUYERS'

122 Norlh

a

UNION

iueoad

Reliable

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
gf
Filling
II.SU op
m
(6
Crowns
Palnlesd Extracting ....50c

UH

Gold
Gold

ALL

II

WORK ABSOLITF.LY

DRS. COPP and PKTTCT.
ROOM 12. N. T. A.VM1JO liLIXi.

-

ALBUQUERQUE

ADVANCES MADE WESTERN

PROSPERS

BY SCIENCE

1007

IN

CLUB
MICWAUKCC

IN EAST

EVENING

Just a grand old Beverage
for people who appreciate a
mild stimulant tnat is at
the same time nutritious and healthful.

CITIZEN.

fv

TlltlUsn.W.

New

(Incorporated)

I l ways the Same Good Old Dlatz

York, J.in. 3'I.t The llt!jt

Wholesale

an-

nual meeting of the Rocky Mountain
club of New York, an organization
of western men in the east, was
held at the new club rooms ill the
hotel, Korty-seco- u
Knickerbocker
J
street and Jiroa.lwuy, New York. The
report of John
ll'jys Hammond,
president, showed that one year ago
the club started with a membership
of seven and today has 3St memb-

i

Grocers
Blatz Beer may be on sale from the kee. or bottled- You may be sure of the very cream of quality if you
insist on BLATZ. In many places where Blatz signs are not
displayed, their bottled brands are on sale. Whether in Club,
Cafe or Dining Car, ask for "BlaU."
CPUlfKS 9. P(l V1inlalo IH'iilrrs. Albuquerque. X.
0Il(1i1, OUilLUOO 06 UU. M., 313 V. Central Ave. Pliono I la
both.
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When the club was organized It
wise to provide a fund

was thought
.1

i It

till

t ininn

:l

un.iMDni

1

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

'f..rmed
f,yn)l,.ate
WllH
which subscribed
to u
guarantee
fund or $611,(100. The president of the
club reported that it had not been
m
M-i- ' II frftfit
I
NMI 1
necessary to tall upon the guaranI'lll.H
tors fur any assistance. Instead of
having to borrow money Its first year
the club has been able to pay its way
The result of this new opportunity
be-- i
to Interchange
tnd now has u comfortable surplus
merchandise
I
tween the Atlantic and Pacific port
" 1th which to carry out Its work of
romotlng good
with a minimum of land haul has
fellowship among
been that the value of merchandise
estern men In the east, and of fur- moving from the eastern par;s of the
hering the interests of the western
United States across the Tehuante- state in the east. It was decided to
pec route to the Pacific, as shown
i crease the number of directors from
by the reports to the bureau of sia-- j
even to fifteen so as to give each
western section a representailve on
tlstlcs of the department of com- ne board.
merce and labor, was, In the first
quarter of the year, one an A
it was decided to have a weekly
gathering at the club on every Tues- million dollars In value; In the
iy evening from 4 to 6, and to hold
second quarter, over four millions;
club smoker on the last Tuesday of
and in the fourth quarter approxiach month during the yeur. The
mately four millions.
Is
fulfilling Its purpose in that it
ub
The eastward movement of merthe headquarters of western men Most of the Sugar
chandise via the Tehuantepec route
Traffic
i
New York.
New directors elected
have been chiefly sugar from the
or tho years
are: John
inlands, the shippers of
Hawaiian
Crosses the Isthmus- - ImHays Hammond, the well known
that article from those islands havlining engineer; William B. Thomp- ing abandoned the around-the-Hoportance of New Route.
"ii, mine owner and banker of Butte
route and sending via Tehuantepec
Mont., now doing business In New
all of their sugar destined for the
i'ork; Allien J. Seligman, Joint C.
Washington, I. C, Jan. 30. More ens;ern coast of the United States.
Montgomery of Denver, then Ameri- The miRnr shipments from the Haof the
Mi representative
Venture than J4il.Ono.000 worth of merchanwaiian Islands via Tehuantepec to the
terIn
originating
States
dise
United
orporation
London;
Limited, of
eastern ports of the United States
Benjamin B. Thayer, managing di ritory crossed the Isthmuses of Pana- (chiefly Philadelphia and New York OOCOOOCXXX3CX30000000COOOOOO
rector of the Amalgamated
Copper ma and Tehuantepec m 107, most were, in the first quarter of the year,
ompnny: Edward H. Clark of Cali
slightly less than two million dolfornia, manager of the Hearst es of It being interchanged between the lars; In the second quarter, tnree
or
ports
western
the
and
eastern
George
CJenerul
O.
S.
U.
IVamr,
tate;
In
Eaton,
WlrrlrHS liars
and one-hamillions; In the third
August 1907, brought the wire- A., retired; John B. Farish of Colo- - United States, including
the Ha- quarter over five millions, and in the
of
syndicate
New
S.
do
A
York;
car.
and
trolley
Willis
less
waiian Islands la this term. This fourth quarter approximately
five
of the well known banking total of more tnan
$40,000,000 of millions.
French capitalists took our patents
Tnis made the aggregate UCXXXXX5CXXXXXXXXXXXXDCXXXXXJ
electrictransmitting
system
MeCornlck
of
I'm
Salt
Brothers
of
n
of
In
merchana
for
traffic
value of merchandise
passing beS. Conway, of El Taso, Is
Mrs.
al energy without wires. Their most Lake City, and New York; J. G. dise originating under the American tween our eastern and western ports lslting F.
In Santa Fe.
successful experiments thus far took Hopkins, managing director of the Mag Is more than three times a over this new
route
Mr. and Mrs. Frank. Korte, of Ra
place at Chateau de Cret. near Ly- Arizona Copper company and a di- much as that of any earlier year.
between twenty-fiv- e
and thirty mil- ton, are
visiting relatives at Espan- trolley car rector of the Cumberland Ely Cop
ons, when a
lion dollars during the year.
;reat
Work.
.Mexico's
la.
A.
was propelled along the rails for a ier company; Dr; C. K. Cole;
Paiuima, ltMiitc,
This sudden and large Increase In
Judge J. Perkins, of Law ton. Ok.,
'distance of 600 feet by the new 'heater Beatty, mining engineer with
between Atlantic
Meantime the Panama route
com- - the Interchanges
Exploration
he Guggenheim
has arrived at Roswell to make tils
wireless jr.ethod.
narrow
ports
via the
t.
increased Its business over future home.
my: 8. W. Eccles of Salt Lake City and Pacific
fount Zeppelin.
those that of the preceding year, despite
Captain Chandler, U. S. A.: Colonel nd New York; Thomas H. Leggett strip of land which separate. opening
L. Tipton, a special agent
chiefly
due to the
the fact that large demands are of William
f London and New York, and James oceans is
Templar of the British royal engiof justice, is at
department
the
Tehuantepec
Far-man
early In 1907. of the
made upon it In the transportation
. McEvllly, an attorney of New York
neers, Herr Erbsloh and Henri
railway, which connects the waters of material for use in the construc- San ha Fe on business.
to the nd formerly of Montana.
have all contributed
Vernon L.
Terrrtor.oJ Engineer
Immediately
canal.
annual of those two oceans by a land haul tion of tne isthmian
The
after the
practical perfection of the aero-Tla-efhas gone to San Marclat
meeting the directors met and elect- of but 190 miles, Us termini being value of merchandise originating in Sullivan
In 1907. Their combined
Los Lunas and other points.
forts may safely be said to have ed the following officers: John Hays Coatzacoalcos on the Atlantic or gulf the United States ports and shipped
Juan Silva, of the firm of Silva &
solved the problem of aerial navi- Hammond, president; Albert J. Selig-ma- of Mexico side and Sallna Cruz on over that line to other parts of the
gation and to have established the
president;
vice
William B. the Pacific side. This enterprije of United Slates or foreign countries Sllva. of Las Vegas, has returned
two oceans by this amounted during the year to be- from a business trip to Denver.
fact of the adaptability of the aero- Thompson, treasurer; Frank W.Hod- - connecting the
Jose Silva, a veteran of the Civil
plane to the Bervlce of mankind. mes, assistant treasure!, and James short land haul of less than 200 tween twelve and fifteen million dolmiles was planned Defore the con lars. The shipments
.Santos-Dumon- t.
October 15 attained J. McEvlly, secretary.
via Panama wur, died at his home in bant a re
transcontitwenty-five
mile an hour
from Xew York to the west coast Tuesday night, after a short Illness.
It is a purpose of the club not on- struction of the earliest
a speed of
Two
to maintain a social headquarters. nental railway in the United Stales ports of the United States were
Mrs. Nora M. Brunback of Santa
under control in his aeroplane. drove
havroad
to San Iiego, Santa Bar- Fe, has gone to Eldorado, Kansas,
later Henry Farman
but also to cooperate with all com the first concession for the
fiftyby
granted
ing
Mexican
been
the
l
bara, Iis Angeles, Oakland,
aeroDlane 2.530 feet in
mercial organizations in the west
San where her father died suddenly a few
Ihree seconds, breaking all records ern states, and to assist them In fur- - government in lS'i". This and sub- Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Spo days ago.
having
to
traveling
sequent
concessions
under herlng the interests of tne respectfailed
kane, and those to foreign countries
for dirigible airships
W. M. Atkinson and C. E, Ballard
Members produce results, the Mexican gov- by tnls route Included Chile. Peru, of Roswell, have returned home after
control and in any desired direction. ve western communities.
up
1KK2
the
itself
ernment
took
in
Tlio Wireless Telephone.
of the club say that within another
Bolivia, Columbia.
Pana attending the livestock convention at
Count Arco. the Berlin electrical year they will have 700 members work, making a series of contracts ma, Costa Rica, Honduras,
Nicacompleted
was
that
predicted
a
recently
road
expert, who
ragua, Guatemala, Mexico, and the Denver.
and that the club will ' be one of under which
W. O. Haydon, a Las Vegas attor
1894;
In
to
but
ocean
perfection
ocean
leie
organizations
from
leading
of the wireless
New York's
Uriti.sh
the
Columbia ports of Canada
owing to defective conditions lis par- These Include practically all classes ney, who has been visiting at his old
phone 4s to be the next achievement within five years.
Vecame neces- of merchandise, but more especially home in Missouri, Is expected to re
tial reconstruction
of science, made some extremely In
turn this week.
sary, ad this reconstruction was ac meats, flour, cotton goods,
teresting tests of his system in 1907
mineral
W. A. Buddecke, president of the
through a partnership oil, mining machinery,
complished
With poles thirty feet high he dem ESTABLISH "POUND"
manufac
arrangement entered Into by the tures of Iron and steel, and miscel Las Vegas Railway land Power com
onstrated the possibility of talking by
Mexican government with a British laneous
wireless through the air between
manufactures.
The move pany, has returned from a month's
FOR NEW YORK MOTORS firm, the road having actually open- menls from San Francisco via Pana business trip at St. Louis.
points from two to three miles apart.
ed for
business In January, 1907. ma to the eastern ports were sen
All the newest ships of the German
to
A. B. Renehan has returned
navy are to be equipped with Count
Modem steel dock at the eastern to Tampa, Philadelphia. New York Santa Fe after a long visit in "Wash
Instru Hoiih'Icmn ;a.Iiin WaguiiM IV n ml and western
permit
the New Haven and .Boston, and Include Ington and New-- York. Mrs. Rene
termini
Arco's wireless telephone
ments. The British home fleet Is ex
transfer by steam and electric power wines, pig lead, quicksilver,
AIM u t Tmn AfUT lark Arc
hides nan Is visiting an aunt in Brooklyn.
if merchandise from the hold of the and skins, and miscellaneous
perimenting with wireless phones of
t'.lly.
by
mer
for
District Attorney Louis O. Fullen
fared
pattern, ami
m nomewhat slmlliar
vessel direct to the car standing on chandlse.
of Roswell, who visited in Washing'
and
alongside
the
vessel
recent report from Washington said
the
dock
30.
Tne distance whlcn sugar from ton last week, was admitted to prac
Homeless
Jan.
New York,
tha the battleships of the Pacific and nasollne-hungr- y
wagons the retransfer from car to vessel by Hawaii now travels In reaching New tlce before the United States supreme
buzi
occuHmi now heading south for the Horn found
manner.
time
same
the
The
York via the Tehuantepec route la court.
about town after the city's pied
ere to test an improvement on the
in shipping across the Isthmus ,5,806 miles, against 12.269 miles via
curfew peals at nightfall will hereE. E. Van Horn, an Inspector o
hours, and the former
Arco system of wireless telephony on after be tooted to the public motor Is less than twenty-fou- r
route around
Mexico
cattle sanitary
the time occupied In the transfer Cape Horn. The opening of this new the New
the voyage to the Pacinc ocean
pound by the street cleaning departfrom the hold of one veasel to that transcontinental line has contributed board, has returned to his heudquar
of
successor
the
modern
ment.
The
ters at Santa Fe after a trip to th
DeWltt's LlttU Early Risers are
to the industries of the
and pound muster has al of the other vessel less than forty-eigstates Estnncla
valley.
the best pills known, feoia uy J. n readyutL'hcr
Regularly established not only In supplies of United
hours.
good
a
In
work
the
re
started
material
O'RIelly Co.
quired in Its construction, but also
Fremont C. Stevens, former pub
small way. The scent of gasoline led steamships now run between
at the gulf end and Phila- in Its dally operation, tne railway Usher of the Red River Prospector,
I'L'BLICATIOX.
XOTICK
the raiders' noses first to Iongaere
delphia and New York, and between engines being run with petroleum contemplates starting a newspaper at
car
a
they
found
There
iuare.
I)tiaitment of the Interior. Ind of among the ruck of motors that stood Salina Cruz on the Pacific end to the drawn from the Texas oil fields, Taos. It will be published in both
I, re at Santa Fe. N. M.. Jan. 17
though It Is expected that this fuel the English and Spanish languages,
chauffeur western parts of the United States,
deserted.
The publio
19S.
d
Jumped in and
his way and the Hawaiian Islands, while va- will In the near future be supplied
Mrs. V. L. Roan
and daughter,
No'.ice Is hereby given that Juan to t'.ie city pound. Hy paying a fesj rious lines connecting with foreign from Mexican oil fields adjacent to
Virginia, of Santa Fe, will leave In
Hil.irio Lmiez. of Cubero. N. M.. has for board the owner can have his countries also touch at the eastern the Tehuantepec line.
few days for a trip to California,
and western termini.
filed notice of his Intention to mak ear.
Distance,
They
will be joined at Needles by
hi
suport
tlve-yeof
From
proof
In
Hawaii.
Cut
Short
final
These are the days when lots of
The distances between New Yor
Mr. itean. who Is chief train dls
Kntry No, persons would like to get rid of
inim viz: Homestead
and San Francisco are, direct by patcher fur the S.uita Fe at tha
6IS0S. made April 17. 1901. for th
their cars, so It is said, but that is
land, 3,191 miles; via Tehuantepec, point.
11
Township
S4.
KV. SKVi. Section
not the reason the street cleaning
4.4 li miles; via Panama, 5,303 miles
N"
Range 8 W., and that said proof department is picking them up. The
Came Warden William
and via Magellan straits,
II, Og E. Territoii.il
Pradt,
H.
Oeorge
(Iriftin, has gone to investigate
will be made before
street cleaners have Ven complain
miles.
New
From
to
York
Por the alleged killing of deer out of seaI". S. Commissioner, at Laguna, N. ing that the cleaning up of Broad
direct the distance
I hsv I found a triad and tested ear for Rhea. Townsend
son by Indians of the pueblo of Sanway is like doing general housework
M.. on March 16. 1808.
3.1
miles;
Tenuantepec,
5,190
strstglitan
via
will
the
Instills Not ramedr
by
ta Clara. He was accompanied
He names the following witnesses in a machine shop. Ingacre square dutoned llmbt of chronic ihit
cripples, nor turn bonf miles; via Panama,
vl
6,080,
John W. Collier, of the
residence they say, U the greatest free garage vrowtht btck to flwh into. That U Impossible, Magellan straits, 13.848 miles.and
Lieutenant
to prove his continuous
From mounted police.
I can now turul j kill lbs psiu sad wuigi ol
upon, and cultivation of. the land, in the world, and when they attempt but
New York to Honolulu
tail dplorabl dlw.
direct vi
In Grmani with a Chmntit In th City of San FrancUco the distance Is 5,28
It up the owners of the movl: Abelta, Victorlno Montano, totorsclean
Charles W. Miller, of Las Cruces,
I found th lau lnsrodient wltb
are not on hand to take them Darmstadt
Jose
via
5,56 will become assistant to Territorial
Townsend,
Port
which Dr. Shoop' Khsiuoatlo Reiad y wai mada miles;
away.
T.
pro
Otero,
all
So they have decided to
Clorgonlo Fifueroa, M.
a perfected, dependabla prescription.
Without miles; via Tehuantepec,
5,806 miles Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan after
vide for the homeless motors as they that laat lngrecient, I succaaifullr treated many, via Panama, 6,686
f Cubero, N. U.
miles, and via February 1. Mr. Miller Is a brother
now,
laet,
Uuul.
hheuniatUJD;
but
at
cateaol
niaur
vagrant
do for
pushnrt and waif luriuly curei all Surabla caaua of thU heretolor Magellan straits, 13,269 miles.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
of John O. Miller, registrar of the
Register.
trucks.
granulat
much drnadnd disease. Thoaa
New Mexico College of Agriculture
wastaa. found tn Hhaumatle Blood amintodinolTa
o
Why Colds Are Danirt-rouand Mechanic Arti.
away under the action of tint remedy aa
pau
and
A 1'I.ACK KAl'IDl.V iu'.cominc
you
If
would be Immune from di
The finest Coffee Substitute ever
do sugar when added to pure watur.
1F. made, has recently been produced by Iru4r
And then, whin dtMolved. the
polaonoua waauia tease, keep the system healthy. Each
ltl'll,AU Till: FASHION
Had Stomach Trouble Cured.
freely
paa
Ui
caua
from
arntem,
ol
Shoop
You
Racine,
Wis.
of
the
and
UKATII.
TO
successive
cold weakens the consti
lr.
TH'KIJOH
1'ATKONS
la (one forever.
Having been sick for the past two
There la now no tun. ui and renders Infectious disease
-- o
don't have to boil It iwemy or thir- kheumatUoi
eirue to suffer longer with.
"Made In a minute," real need'-i-io W a actual
Chamberlain's Cougb years with a bad stomach trouble,
It Is very important and In fact tyaysminutes.
aau, aad la ounflifamot reuuuixuaua more liable.
ltemedy will cure your cold DromDt a friend gave me a do9 of Chamthe doctor. "Health Coffee" Is out bU.
It Is absolutely necessary to health
Liver Tably and restore the system to Its nor. berlain's stomach and
Imitation
e give relief to the stomach really the closest Coffee
tha'
mal condition. For sale by All Drug' lets. They did me so much good
promptly at the first signs of trouble. ever yet produced. Not a grain of
that I bought a bottle of Inthem and
real Coffee In It either. Health Coffists.
Take nomeihing one in a while,
all. ToIs
have used twelve bottles
like fee Imitation
made from pure
srier meals; something
If you want anytsung on eartb, yoo day I am well of a bad stomach
KODOL for Uyspepsla and Indiges- toasied cereals or grains, with malt,-cac get It through the want columnt trouble. Mrs. John Lowe. Cooper,
tion. It will enable your stomach to nuts. etc. Really It would fool a
of The Evening Cltlxen. w get ra Maine. These tablets are for al by
he to unknowingl
do Its work nroperly. Sold by J. H. expert It wer
i i noiinrsieTcw
All Druggist.
ulu.
drink
for Coffee. C. N. llrlgham.
O'Rlelljr C.
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Gross Kelly & Co.

Inventors Achieve Noteworthy Former Residents of Rock
Results With Wireless
Mountain Region Join In
Aeroplanes.
Promoting Social Interests.
Nnv York. J. in. 3). There uer
two development
along scion t lie
lli.rs in inn" th.it stand out prom-liuntl- y
in the achievements
of the
year. These are perfect ions made in
Ihe ue of the aeroplane ami advancements in wireless telegraphy. Some
scientists contend that 191)7 should
be called tlie "wireless" year, while
others contend thnt the development
of the aeropKine l t lie more noteworthy. The future will settle the
dispute by determining which of the
two proves of more Importance Jo
m.inklnd.
The wireless achievement., of 1 907
not the only ones In the sphere
of electricity In the year. The year
1906 witnessed the "arrival" of telephotography, by whicn photographs
were transmitted by wire from pluce
to pkice. but 1907 brought telesiero-ftrapha somewhat similar but more
perfect And practical
method of
transmitting photographs by wire.
Sent PiMMopliag- l- 810 Mile.
Telestereography is the Invention
has
Itelin und
of a Frenchman
been since the beginning of November In public and practical use. Prof.
Korn of Munich an-- . Prof, .stem of
Berlin, who hold patents on the earlier method of telegraphing photographs, have during 1907 made some
remarkable improvements and demonstrations of their systems. In February Prof. Korn sent his photographs 640 miles in six minutes,
thus beating hsi rival, apparently,
experiment
whose most successful
covered only 328 miles.
The year 1907. too, has witnessed
the perfection of the
wireless service. On October 23 a
wireless message was sparked from
the M!arconi station at Cllace Bay.
New Brunswick, to the station at
Cllfden. Ireland, and a reply was
received within five minutes from
the time the message was sent. Four
days later 14,000 words were transmitted by wireless between these
two stations 1n the course of usual
commercial business.
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YOU CAN SAVE
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A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.
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Raisins
Prunes
Peaches
Apricots

and

PATTERSON
Botar-ciitrg- p

Avenna.
AUBCQCERQCK. NEW MEXICO.
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DRIED FRUIT AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Finest Quality. Family assonmrnt of SO lbs. aid 100 lbs.
we pay the freight.
Buy direct and Jet the
EACH 2$ CENTS PREPAID.

California Products Co.,

PRICE

LIST FREE.

Colton, Calif.
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CANAL

GROWS EACH
YEAR
Goethals Tells Why
First Estimates Are Vague.
Is Guess Work Even Now.

Colonel

.1

1

3

f

i

Washington, Jai 30. I'hc wonder
Is growing among senators and representatives on what basis it was that
the original estimators fixed the prob
able cost of the digging of the Panama Canal. There is a half-wa- y
suspicion that the llrwt estimators
either didn't know their business or
else were afraid to give but a truth
that they thought might be appalling. With the characteristic biunlness
of a snidier.CoI. V. (loethals has said
that he can but guess at the total
cost of the canal, but that he thinks
it will not exceed $250,000,000, excluding the original purchase price.
As another hua put It, "the estimated cost of the Panama Canal keeps
pace in the ascending scale with the
cost of living. Every year the price
the United States will have to pay
for the waterway Is marked up."
The first estimates put the cost as
Then an estilow as $140,000,000.
mate came along, and this Is what
was called an authentic estimate, to
the effect that the country would
have to expend $184,000,000. an,l it
may be, nnd the colonel Is frank to
ay It, that the limit may have to be
raised at least once again.
Up to the present time about
has been appropriated by
congress for the ciinal work.
On
July 1 last, $31,000,000 of the sum
When Col.
remained unexpended.
Ooethals succeeded Mr. Stevens last
In
charge, he
March, as engineer
found that circumstances warranted
an Increase of his working force and
an enlarging of the plan of work. It
was In August that the soldier engineer told the Secretary of War thai
If work were to be pushed at the
rate at which It had been pushed
since the army took charge, the appropriation which had been made for
the year ending June 30. 190S would
be used up by the first of the calendar year.
Xo Attempt at Subterfuge.
This bit of Informntton. which was
cheering to those who hoped for a
speedy completion of the canal work,
was given to President
Roosevelt,
who at once personally, ordered Col.
stay
to
Ooethals not
his hand, but to
go ahead at the same labor rate and
Incur a deficiency. The colonel, like
a good soldier, obeyed orders, and
now the appropriations made la- -t
year, which was supposedly large
enough to provide for the continuance of the work until July 1 next,
$80,-000,0-

.Li

ALBUQUEKQLE
are exhausted and n urgent deflc
ienry bill calling for $11,000,000 for
prosecuting th Panama enterprise Is
pending In the house.
The secretary of war has Just told
the senate committee on Interoeeanlc
canals that the work wag kept going
at high speed and that deficiency
was Incurred because It was his belief there was greater economy in
going ahead than In lagging, for lagging meant that the canal organisation could not be kept up to Its full
efficiency and Its full capacity. When
the reasons had been explained the
senators practically
agreed with
Secretary Tsft and Colonel Goethals.
of the Increased cost of the canal
over the original estimates, the secretary of war has said: "The widening of the locks, In accordance with
the request of the navy department,
has been approved, and It means an
additional cost In the construction of
the. locks of about 10 per cent. The
locks themselves, a.s now projected,
will cost $52,000,000: and this means
to the
an addition of $5,000,000
price."
Col.
In talking to the senators.
CSoethal
used the work "guess" when
he was telling them about the price
of the completed canal. At first the
senators didn't 'Ike the word, but
they came In tin lerstand that the
actual cost v:; beyond the power of
man at present to estimate accurately, and so they fell in with the soldier's Idea and feel that It was better
to have indeflnUe statements rit'ier
than definite statements which m'sht
bring In their w ake dica ppoln: met: t.
Conditions t'lifi"K IM'nialc.
When Col. tlnilli iU was before the
senate committee this v, i recorded:
Senator Ta!' if r :;.ive you made
any figures of estimates at all as to
the ultimate cost of the canal?
A rough guess
Colonel tjoethals.
was made In April, when we figured
out the amount of excavation to be
dene; that is all. A guess made then
was that we could build it within the
$250,000,000.
As the amount authorized by congress will be expended in
the next fiscal year, we shall have to
prepare an accurate estimate. We expect to be In a position to do that by
next year.
In speaking of the time that It will
take to complete the canal. Colonel
Goethals said It was expected that the
work would be done In the time originally estimated by Jan. 1. 1915,
at the latest. Then ha said that the
hope was to finish It in less time, but
he declined to make any statement
as to the exact date. He said frankly that the difficulties that might be
encountered are unknown and uncertain. He said that there had been
two or three bad slides In the Cule-br- a
divisions that gave the engineers
some concern.
These troubles, he
said, had been overcome, but no man
could tell what may happen at any
place along the line at any moment.
From all that has been said by the
engineer In charge of the Panama
canal work. It may be that the cost
of the construction will run up to
$400,000,000.
but as soon as It Is
learned that the price of the work Is
to be a higher one than heretofore It
his been believed It would be, the
country will be told. It seems that
the canal is to be dug, and dug quickly, no matter how much it may cost,
and probably that is what the people
want.
.
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THEY REACH MORE POPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

FOR RENT
FOR RENT Furnlshd rooms and
board In the Highlands. 61S East
Central.
FOR RENT barge lumlsned room.
Gentleman.
323 North Broadway.
See Ryan, the expressman.
FOR RENT Typewriters, all kinds.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
215 West Central.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
rooms, modern. 809 H West Central avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
avenue.
Coal
East
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 624
West Central avenue. Inquire In
rear.
FOR RENT Minneapolis, 624 So.
Second St.. rooms for lighthouse-keepinAlso bed rooms. Cheapest
g.

In city.

sunny

front
FOR RENT Large
room with board. 309 8. Broadway.

room modern house,
large yard, shade and
fruit trees, No sick people. $35.00
per month John M. Moore Real- -

FOR RE

-- 7

ty Co.

FOR KENT . Corner stor;, good
avenue.
stand. 2d and Atlantic
Apply at g 20 S. 3d.
Nicely
furnished
REN T.
FOR
lights,
rooms, m odern, electric
. v .v
v.")
s 3d.
with tilth.
Foil KENT Four room house,
screened porches, fine pump water
on back porch, shade. 903 North
First str. $14. See Wm. Kleke, 211
South First street.
FOR RENT Large furnished room
conveniences
with all modern
Suitable for gentleman. No health
seeker desired. Apply 809 west
Tijeraa.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE. On account of sickness
I am obliged to sell my business,
recently established.
"The Savoy
Cafe,'" Doing good business. "No
hard times here." Apply to F. F.
Murray, Prop.
n
weekly
FOU SALE.
and Job plant In territory; earned
must
over $100 monthly;
have
money; sell for plant value. Address Quick Sale, care Cltisen.

a Little WANT AD

Seven-colum-

In the Citizen

TELEPHONE 15

FOR SALE My farm 30 acres,
OPPORTUNITIES
one mile northwest olty. C. E.
Gleckler.
FOR SALE OR TRADEflce room1'ERSONAIi ritOrKRTx' IXV.X3
ing house, centrally kted. Apply at this office.
FOR SALE A brand
Stevens'
single barrel shot gunever fired.
A high grade and fitly up to On Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses.
date gun. Inquire a the Citizen Wagons and other Chattels also on
office.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE$10 and as high as
FOR SALE At a saflce Rem- CEIPTS, as lowareas quickly
made and
$200. Loans
Mll-le- tt
ington typewriter, Ukiew.
One month
strictly private.
Studio, 216 Westtntral, Al- to one year given. Time:
Goods remain In
buquerque, N. M.
your possession. Our rates are reasFOR SALE Best busls proposi- onable. Call and e us before bortion In city at 75c oil. About rowing.
$1,600.
Address R, !. Citizen.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAX CO.
FOR RENT Houses. 3i 8 rooms, Steamship tickets to and from all
close In. W. H. McMl'ii, real esparts of the world.
tate broker. 211 Westold.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
FO KS A LE N I c e driviiUnd saddle
J03H West Railroad Ave.
horse also pony, saddtnd bridle.
riUVATE OFFICES
W. H. McMillion, 211'est Gold.
Open Evening.
FOR SALE Four freshfrsey cows
4 miles south of stoclards, J. C,
Bemenderfer.
FOR SALE Ten pouiu extracted
honey for $1; 60 pounrsn for $6.
IV ItAXCH PUOP-EHT11AKC1AIXS
Order by postal. W. P.llen, P. O.
Box 2 02, Albuquerque?. M.
FOR SALE A few banns in good
Three and a half acres first
property cheap If tn within
class cultivated land, right on
the next few days. Onf the best
mala ditch, three miles north of
business corners In thclty; some
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.
choice business lots; sine room,
frame dwellk modern,
o o o
Itages with
close In;' two
Four and a half acres on main
bath and electric Ugh $2000 for' road,
under high state of cultivaboth; three 60-- ft
East
lotj on
miles north
tion, well fenced, 2
Central avenue $200 I all three,
of town, price $i00.00. Easy
A.
and many more llkehem.
terms.
Fleischer, real estate Id Insur- ance, 212 Vi South Seed street.
O O O
Ten acres of very good land,
WANTE I
three miles north of town, price
o0.00 cash.
go. second
WANTED Gents'
o o o
hand clothing, shoes d hats at ''
good
Eight acres In alfalfa,
616 South First stree south
of
fence, adobe house, four and a
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney
half miles north of town, price
WANTED- - Ladies deMrtj millinery
$600.00 cash.
at cost far next ten y call on
o o o
Miss C. P. Crane, 61North SecSeven acres good land, all level
Milllneryind dressond street.
making parlors. Phor 944.
and under ditch, partly under
cultivation, one mile from town,
wanted.
on main, road, prtce $1400.00 cash
WANTED
Able bodlea unmarried
men. between ages ofl and 86;
o o o
good
Sixty-fiv- e
aores of the best land
citizens of United Stai. of
habits,
tempttt.
character and
In the Rio Grande valley, all unwho can speak!, res and write
der cultivation (25 acres In alfal
English. For Informs ti apply to
fa), four wire fence, on main
Recruiting Officer, 20:E. Central
ditch, title perfect, price $65.00
Ave., Albuquerque. Nf Mexico.
per acre, terms: one half down.
WANTED Capable me to fill ex- balance in one or two years at 8
ecutive, technical, off and
per cent.
positions.
v can place
you In the position f? which you
o o o
are qualified. Southestera BusiAnd a great many others from
ness Association 201. East Cenone to two hundred acres.
tral avenue Albuqurqie, Jf. M.
Phone 267.

MONEY to LOAN

11

i

J''

H

c

j

A. MONTOYA

Notary
Heal Estate and Lonns.
Public. 115 W. iold Ave.

i"'.

..r

i:- -,

hi

mam

Notice Is herohy give that all applications for p.trtnlts t. graze cattle,
horses, sheep a) I gaat: within the
Jenu z National Forest during the
season of 1!MH. Iinust b filed In my
office at Santa Ke, New lexlco, on or
before February 15. 1SS. Full
In risard to the grazing
fees to be 'haged andblank forms
to be used in faking ap)lleatlun will
be furnished ittion reciust.
JriSS Me.'ILLAN,
lupervJor.

For Sale at a Bargain. Furniture and lease 12 rooms,
modern rooming house.
For Sale Rargaln one store
building. SOxlOO feet, two
stories and basement.
For Rent Store building on
West Central ave. A snap.

"

I

.

--

fit

tickling coiKh, fron any cause.
by Br. Shoop's
quickly stopuv-CouKh Cure, .iid it is o thoroughly harmless an safe, th.t Dr. Shoop
tells mothers verywheri to give It
very
without hesitition evel
to
young babes. I he w holtsome green
g
leaves and tider s.ems of a
moiytainous sh'ub, furnish
the curative Aroperties to D. Shoop's
Cough Lun
It calms the cough
and heals the sore rid sensitive
bronchial pnbranwi.
No opium,
no chiorofrm, nothing harsh used
to Injure or suppress.
Simply a
resinous I'Mt extract, taat helps to
heal achia- lungs.
The Spaniards
call this Jirub which
the Doctor
uses. "Tit Sacred Herb."
Always
Cout-iShoop's
If.
demand
i
Cure. All
Druggistsj

-

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Str

ft
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April

A little want ad, day by
Does the work

clay,

you draw the pay.

It sees the peop'e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

L. llFRTOX.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland OftVe. 610 South Walter
Street. Phone 1080.

nits, niioxsox a broxsox
Homeopathic Physicians and Surgeons. Over Vann'a Drug Store.
Phone, Officii and lien.. 828.

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 nnd 3, Harnett Rulldlng,
Over O'lUclly's Drug store.
ApMintments made by mail.
Phone 711- ED.ML'ND

J. ALGER,

30A

Vet

(Central

Ave.

I'lioin-

456.

LAWYERS

IN THE CIX
Street between Central aMl
Copper Avenue.

BEST TOURiNOUTS
Second

Don't Forget The

;T

Febrtjry
Febrdry

Fetus ry

The Man on the R.ix.
14 The liui gomaster.
18
Are Yoa Crazy?

19

Venders.

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Oivera eoo Square Feet
rAiiMEjrru nuor faijit
j
Stops Leaks, Iams Five Years.

cat stockings. The brand
In
satisfaction
wear, t and price. All sizes
for
n.rn, nien and children. Prices run
from gV4 to 60c. For sale at C.
May's fhoe Store. 314 West Central
avenue

R. W. D. BRYAN.
Attorney at Law.
Office, First National Bank Building.
Albuquerque. N. M.
,

THIRD BTriEET

Moat Market
Fresh and Salt Me ,
Steam Sausie Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third. Btrash

All Kinds of

E. V. DOBSON
Attorney at Ijiw.
Offloe, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.

Cough Syrup
acta udn the bowels and thereby
drives he cold out of the system.
It contjns no opiates it Is pleasant
to takeand Is highly recommended
for chiiren. Sold by J. II. O RIelly
Co.

rxzzzx

CTXXXXXXXXJ

,

HOME

IRA M.' BOND
Attorney at Iew.
IVnslons, Iind Patent), Copyrights,
r
Patents, Trade
Caveats,
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street. N. M. Washington. D. O.

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

K. D. MADDISON

Attorney-at-La-

Cliilders,
old Avenue.

V. It.

S

DAVIS & ZEARINO
303 W. Gold Ave.

uxxxxrxmxxxxxxixxxxxxxa

INSURANCE

HAIR

DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST
Bambini, at her parlors sa
Insurance, Heal Estate, Notary
poslte the Alvarado and next door t
Public.
Sturgea' cafe. Is prepared
to rive
Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block, thorough scalp treatment,
do hair '
dressing, treat corns, bunions and InAlbuquerque, N. M. Phone 13ft.
growing nails.
She gives masts re
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
A. Ii. WALKER
own
Ramblnl's
preparation of com- piexlon
up
cream
builds
the
skin
aad
Fire Insurance.
improves the complexion, and Is'
M'eretary Mutual Building A(Miatlon guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cure'
217 Went Central Avenue.
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
VETERINARY
removes moles, warts and superfftians)'
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines. For any blemish of thas
WILLIAM BELDEN
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
Veterinary.
Surgery and Itentlslrv a Specialty.
42 South lUlllli Phone 403.
H. A. .SLEYSTER

Mrs.

--

LAW AM)
AtiE.XCY.
Itomled )
.
T. Arniijo Bldg.
oriico Room I.
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
manager
C. W. Cranricr,

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61

COI,-LEtTIO-

FOR A DI I.K.in i l I. SI PPEA
and claim adjuster.
Try
some rolls of our baking. De6.r)9.
AlliU'iuerque, New Mex.
Phone
licious'.' Well, hundreds of people In
town not only think so but know so.
F. V. SPEXCER
our rolls of several kinds to please
Architect.
different people are
light. crisp
tasty. Suppn.--e you give us an
1221 South Walter,
Phone 555. and
order for so many a day
a trial
week.
FRENCH
ADAMS

fr

UNDERTAKERS.
Lady Assistant.
Embalming a SeeJultjr.

The Standard

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

Our work is at our name
implies, and our charges are

by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henri
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
to
Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the

right.

ha i mless.

ves absolute

Kentdy's Laxative

j

JAP-A-LA-

WH Railroad Mronoo

(

HHu

that

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITT.
When In need of saslk, door, fnunm
etc. Screen work a specialty. 44)1
South Flr street. Telethon 40X

408

THOS.

PUKING

ALBUQUERQUE

D. D. S.

Artnolntments mnle by mall.
-

fhon 944

LIVERY. SALE. FKri A XI
TRANSl'fcK STABLES
Horses and Mules Bougnt am)
cnanged.

a, m. to 12:30 p. ra.

Of lice liours,
1:30 to a p. m.
A

amcond

W. L. TKlMBLfc & CO.

DENTISTS

SOI'TII WESTER
j

5

I

IU.

SQlA)MOX

MISCELLANEOUS

d

(omingHts

UslC

CRANE
MISS
M.

a IM

DR. II. I. PETTI FORD
Veterinary.
Practical Therapeutics,
Obstetrics
and Surgery on Horses, Cattle. Sheep
Hogs. Dogs and Cats.
Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Hospital
480.
Third. Phone
and
Residence. 733 South Walter. Residence phone, 620,

-

ij

Bresamaklng

Physician ami Surgeon.
& 7. X. T. ArinUn Building.
Rooms

1

lung-healin-

'.

Lmdem' Tailoring ana

DK. K. L. HCST

oooooooooooooooooooocnoooq

A

Is

"

O-

OMce with
117 West

;

.

MILLINER

mercantile

WILL STARf YOU U UDfilNESS
Won't interfere with present employment. Double nur Income.
Answer quick. Sqro business
deal. N. vIm. Co., lpt. A.,
South Canii. Chicag,

CARDS

Highland Livery

j

SALES Ml

j

V. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Homeopathic PhysUiun and Surgeon.
R.V.M BROOK BROS.
Ufe Rulldlng.
IVIrplione
Phone 506.
112 John
B
Saddle horses a specialty.
drivers In the city. Proprietors
DR. F. J. PATCIHX
Sadie, the picnic wagon.
Physician and Surgeon.
Offlev over Vann Drug Store. OfY
fice hours V to 12 a. in.. 3 to ft, and
UP-TDATE STYLE
7 to H ). ni.
Phones, office 441, resilience 695.
AT COST TRICES

i

Kaik FonllMtM-Nk- .
"When attjekea py l cough or a
coia, or wnel your that Is sore. It
is rank foolminews to ike any other
medicine thai Dr. Kip's New Dis
covery," say a C. O. Elffidge, of Km
pire, (!a. "I have use New Dlscov- ery seven yeah a and I .now It Is the
best remedy an earth Jr coughs and
colds, croup, nd all tl'oat and lung
troubles. Sly children ire subject to
croup, but Npw Dlsccery quickly
cures every itaek." iKnown ;he
world over as the Klngjf throat and
lung remedies! Sold ader guarantee at All Dellers. 6c and $1.00.
Trial bottle fre.
APPLICATION .FOR UUtrXCJ

I

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

32-3- 6

Hft

.

.

i

i

S

ADS

ID

Standard Plumbing & Heating Cc

true Ualega

Extract. Is perfectly
The Vaucalre Formula la a general
tonic, but It ha a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by

Highland Pharmacy and Al
varado Pharmacy

Pioneer Bakery
207 South First

ccugh

KILLtkz
and

St

CURE the JLUUCd

Dr. King' '?
New Discovery f
FOR CWMS ,.,ftS?J
with

AN'J Al ..

TWr0T

UAUAIJTLr

H5 U'NG TH0UCIES.
O

bATlBFACXOitV

e Eight.

--

ALBUQUEUQt

P A MX

v

T!io buys of todiiy are trie
m.'n of tomorrow. Thl Is the
why we try so hard to

r.in

tliem in the matter of
i.vwear. We want to got and
IviM their tra.l".
Our boys',
youth' and little gent' ahoea
are neat looking and fit well.
exceptionally
being
beniilnft
our prices are
Atrong. and
Ifn.ived down to the lowest
Inspect
them
point possible.
today. They talk for themWe guarantee satisfacselves.
p.tL--

f

tion.

8 to 13
13 to 2

$125 to $2.00
1.50 to 2.75
1 75 to 2.50

to5tf

2

yj

.

Ulehelleu olives, the best on any
P. MATTEUCCI
market.
H. '. Herhy, of Helen, Is reglxtered
SHOE STORE AND REPAIRS
at the Alvarado.
'ol.' W. K. Dobson returiu-to the
city last night from a business trip Clever svlce
Which Will
to Denver.
105
KeguU Electric Throw
you
See F. F. Trotter whenever
need groceries. You'll get the best.
SwiUHoursIn Advance.
Superintendent John Stein, of the
WEIL MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
Hinvt-system, arrived
hist night!
from L,as Vegas and is attending to
W. K. titer, watchmakfl
at the
official business In the city.
d
Jtwelry si
of
Richelieu Coffee none better
company, t invented a device which
C II. Thomas, secretary of the promises greatly agment the use
American Hereford Cattle Hrfeders ot throw Itches i, connection with
will pass through Albuthe light!, of show windows and
querque tonight on his way cast.
With Mr. lllchter's
throwing on or off of
Otis Haker. of B07 North Twelfth invention
street, who w'a thought to be dying iin electrltnrrent can be regulated
yesterday, survived laul night and iimiiv hoiiiln advance
The Invlion Is an attachment to TVpIv itifTfrvnf ntylmiof Machine! u (table
was a little brlgh'cr this morning,
for
oui at .1 o ciock tins afternoon whs an ordinal alarm clock. If the nil fnrnistiimn unH d'ith. any kind of power
clock runie regulation of a throw
Write for circular A.
sal,! to b. winking again
ik.i Is used In every case C. P. Tineyhill,
tklahomj City, Gkli.:
Ulehelleu fine canned pineapples at switch
where slg and lights ate thrown
the Ulehelleu.
oft' and mil Assured.
The Invlion lj very simple and
Judge Abbott granted a petition
will uiidoidly be of great value.
yesterday
permitting
(ieorge
f.
Mr. Ulir has applied to
the
Learnnrri. administrator In the esElks' Opera House
tate of Sarah Overstreet, deceased governuieiiiureau of patents for a
to fell certain real estate of the es patent fork Invention and sent the
departmenlntailed drawings of the
tate for the payment of debts,
Friday Evening
Tl model Is on exhibition
device.
Try Ulehelleu Ketchup.
company
koxiMaynard
at the
The Albuquerque Woman's
club st re.
January 31st
will give a musical at the club house
tomorrow afternoon to which all
music lovers of the city and friends SANTA FOFFiCIALS
Franklin Flyle's
or the club are cordially Invited. An
excellent program has been arrangVISIT IN CITY
ed.
Great Military Mel
Special communication of Temple
odrama,
Lodge .n. 6, A. P. and A. M.. this
evening, January' 30th, at 7:30 o'clock ItaUrondi (vlnjr LJttlo Trouble tin
ting All mi Coal Tlicy Want
Work In the p. r. degree. Vlsltlnir
Q 'The Girl I Left Be-hin- d
flliis Vcar,
Masons cordially Invited to attend.
Me,"
Hy order of the W. M. Frank H.
Moore, secretary.
sen, fourth vice presl- W. C
H.
E.
Presented by
O. n. Cassells, a barber employed dent of tl Santa Fe, and
agent
Hodges, g ral purchasing
at the Thelln
shop,
barber
was
, ,
, ,
(rrQn,Cli
tor 'ino oil, re, uro vpeuuuig

2
3

5

All Kinds of Winter Millinery
Untrimmcd Shapes, 25c.
Street Hats, 50 and ?5c.
Trimmed Hats at less than cost
price
Ostrich Plumes at one-ha- lf

7

,

MISS LUTZ
208 South Second

mini

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

Rallroat. Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cm ;iax. Clocks, Silverware.
Invito your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

lei

We

Os

Clean
Press
YOURSUIT
rACTION

OR NO MONEY

Montezuma Cleaning
and Pressing Company

210 WEST GOLD
X30CC0CWC0X

PHONE 1105

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

ILL
1

T.tF. COBB

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

It Does the

WASHBURN CO.
119 West Gold Ave.

We have just received
our new line of

IXIl

CALL OX

it
Cs

level since I began using Dr. King's
New Life Pills," writes Jacob Springer, of West Franklin, Maine.
"They

keep my stomach, liver and bowels
working Juat right."
If these pills
you on trial, money will
Jfc disappoint
be refunded at All Dealers.
25c.
CALL OX "THE GIRL" FRIDAY.
Choit-line bran and slioru only
f 1.50
kt 100 Mumt. K. W. Fee,
GOi-osouth Flint street. Phono 19.
J
STOP AT THE FASHION CAFE
I OR VOI R DOWN TOWN M NI H

All the Newest Designs in Black and White V
Effectsit also Colors, at $J.OO and $ 1 .25 each.
Cuffs attached or detached.

Mail Orders Solicited
1

.

VAKSIT1

1AX:
MISSION

OC'ltH'K.
;a.mk.

CALL ON

Matson's book store

THE FINEST

FRUITS

iIIU

CKX'l-S-

lunch wfrii ti:m.
"THK qill il,KIT
I I.M--

S

Gano, Lauver,
Sheepnosc a

9 Bellflower,

Dates, Figs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

LYLE
Post Office Opposite
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxuxxxixxirxi
ATTENTION!

EYES
RIGHT!
your eyes

are not right call

If

on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

S. T. VANN
DOCTOR

VANN

Ixr

One

Or OPTICS

JEWEMIY
South of

CO.

Drug Store.

H. W. SCHROEDER
ALSO MANAGER OF

r.jtJ MKAU.

--

I

o

Majestic Range

Just as soon as an improved feature makes its appearance in the science of stove building, the idea is at once applied to this range, with the result that the Majestic of today represents all the best features of all makes. In addi- I. a- . con- firm. tr f hie lt
.
nc.- unbHI MHilLallb.
structed of material that
to all common purposes
m
fas
is unbreakable.
It will
save you time, fuel and jj
work; and produce the U
JESTIC I
pJC5TIC A
mtc. ca I
nz.
8
results, uuy a MA- ct i nine I
it inuic m '
you
jestic
will never 2
need another.

to

--

CO

AS GOOH AS
N

'

Prices

5

to
q

Teacher of Violin

limiiND

I

:

OfttfO0ooaosxoaottooG
There are no better ranges in the world than

$61.00

APPLES

.

S. VS. V.
8
5,

THK lKPITATION
OK
THK
I'AslllOX f'Al'K Vi AI.RXDY
TUV VOUK
NKXT

mi:."

ON THE MARKET

AIU'KU THE
.
S3

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

.

nillllllTIIIIIIITHlTIlII

I'lJt.

A'l CVSINO,

SIMON STERN

MrQ.

IN

ii.vsKin AAUmV II.

We are taking our Annual Inventory now and are anxious to close
out all heavy merchandise.

I

GIKL."
X. M.

on Winter Suits, Overcoats, Flannel
Shirts, Underwear, Hosiery, Gloves,
Sweaters, etc.

A

F.' Copp.

.

A Higher HeiUth Level.
TIIKAT1UJ.
"I have reached a higher health

From',

V

"THK

OX

20 TO 40 PER GENT OFF

$68.00

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32- 3

West Central

WE GUARANTEE

1

Foil 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

al-

ways made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Mock, Crested Butte ITard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also lill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAYEN

502 South

First

Schroeder's Orchestra
Room 28 Barnett Bldg.

k

X'. X. 1. lHl.VM.Vic Cl.lll
IN
"TIIE GIRL" FRIDAY. "THK
ClIUV I'Hh.W, 1U.KS'

"TIIE GIRL" FRIDAY

OK. C. H. CONNER

4

Sll

MAKE A

tin-- iu;s( MoiiiM i;vi:u cxmkRESIDENCE
AT
APPLY OLD I II, MAY (K HAI .T THK FASH-IOCAI'K
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3

poat-Hurl-

Ml

the best shirt makers in
L
the world

i

We will most likely have plenty of
cold weather before the advent of
spring. Now is the time to buy
Winter Goods, even if you buy them
for next season.

.'

Mex-Hurl-

203 NORTH EDITH.
TOWN IKMTOFFICE.

Fine Shirts
Wilson Brothers

RENT

Stirring Scenes

1 2 Reserved seats at

Huslnentt.

CALL OX "THK GIKL" FRIDAY.

Spring and Summer

Jl

A WORD TO THE WISE

31

matic Club
Extra Strong Cast

Effective Costuming

Instrumentiti Solo Selected
E. E. Chamnerlain,
ClinKtude tj ua ll t Sprng Song Strauss
ton, Maine, says of Bucklen'sofArnica Mrs. Ffanw Mrs.
Washburn,
Miss
Salve.
"It does the business: I have
El wuti and Mrs. Collins.
Used It for nllen
l, .,,,.4 ,h.
ITsed It for chapped hands and It Violin SoloSelecttd
MrJC. O. Fuhrmeyer.
cured them.
Applied it to an old
Accompa lata; Miss Pratt and .Miss
sore and it healed It without leaving a car behind." 25c at All Deal- - Stailard.
Mr.

MAKE A M VSH OX "THK GIIIL."
To Cure a (ViM In nm no-- .
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
i u,ti. uruggisis refund
money If
ii iuiis io cure.
E. vv.
8
signature is on each box. GROVE
25c.
MAKE A MASH OX TIIE CIUL."
Are you looking ror someming? Re.
member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especlai
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

it

i
i

9
I 10

era.

122 South Second St.

4
4
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SoIu-tTravi-

Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.
210 WEST GOLD

road. Mr. Jansen Is
comrideringlie practicability of re
suming th onstructlon of Improve-o- n
menLs beg
the shops some time
ago. end
Hodge j la considering
the purchil of supplies, partlcular- ly coal.
The ral kds of the country are
not expericlng the ' difllculty of
getting coi thli year that they did
last year onsumers were running
after the Ll operator begging for
coal. Thiyear it Is different, the
coal operafs running after the con
sumers.
General lanager Hurley, of the
Santa Fe, k In the city last night,
and It" hi been planned that the
entire pari would make a trip over
the Kastej Hallway of New
lco, but A!
was called east
unexpected and the trip waj
poned. M
left for the east
this 'tnornl in his private car at- tuched to k. 10. Mr. Jansen and
Mr. Jlodgevwlll go to El Pbbo to
night.
(e

.

TAXIDERMIST
FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER
Moth-Proo- f

terday, on the grounds of abandon
ment and improper conduct. T. N.
Wllkernon appeared as attorney for
the plaintiff.
The W. C. T. IT. will hold a special meeting tomorrow (Friday) afternoon at the home of Mrs. C E
Vaught, 423 South Arno street to
Plan for future work. All members
and friends are requested to bring
bundles of new scraps or remnants
cretons, ginghams, linen, silk, wool
ribbons, laces, anything which can
he made up into useful or fancy articles.
Arthur Beach, nge 19, died at
7:30 o'clock last night at the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E
Reach. 608 South High street, who
brought him here several months
ago to benefit his health. They
formerly resided In Missouri. The funeral services will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, from the
French and Adams undertaking parlors, Dr. J. C. Rollins, of the Flrt.
M. E. church, officiating. Uurinl will
be in Falrvlew cemetery.

Had Stomach Trouble Cured.
Having been sick for th
turn
years with a bad stomach nait
a friend gave me a doss of trouble,
ChamFOR MSIGAL TOMORROW
berlain's Btomach and Liver Tab
lets. They did ma so much good
that I bought a bottle of them and
have used twelve bottles In all. ToThe folloil ng progani has been
day I am well nr a ha a -- ,manv.
trouble. Mrs. John Lowe, Cooper, arranged foi the Wonen's club mu- utter- Maine.
Theae tablet are for sale by slal to be iven tonorrow
All Druggists.
ntou:
isairumenta Duet- - ui Vive. .
CALL ON THK ilHL" FHIDAV.
4.
Guuz
o
and Miss
Trial Catarrh treatments are being Ml.s Margu ite Anion
lura 'oi'n.
mailed out free, on request, by
Shoop. Haelne, Wis. These tests Dr.
.Verdi
are Violin
Join Abbot, Jr.
proving to the people without a
!enny's cost the great value ot this Vocal Solo
Promlie Me DeKoVen
scientific
Miss! Viola Kueher.
prescription
known to
druggists everywhere as Dr.
Shoop's Whistling Hlo The' Swallow
aiarrah Remedy.
Sold
by
All
Mr. rank Kitzmun.
Dealers,
Vocal Solo A'our Vilce . . . . , D.inza
Mid DilHan VClwuod.
"THK tUKL 1 l,i;rr ItKIIlMt
Violin Obi! to. . . . ,'MT. Fuhrmeyer
ME."

Ladies' and Geattemen's Garments
B ATI

g the U. N. M. Dra-

I

vex.

Come and tee for yourself

30.

Hlckox-Maynar-

4

Regardless of Cost

Some big bargains.

MA S VALUABLE

Green Front
North First Street

Boys' Shoes

51

K A V II S

TllfllsnAV, JAMAIIV

ROOMS FOIt RENT.
Nicely furnished rooms with UsS
of bath, s'etm heat and all eortven-rtce- s.
No Invalids. Hjtel
Cralgs.
Silver avenue.

JEWELER

AlBUPQUE

PJCRSONALT

CITIZEN.

EVENING

OMTtOmATHIC
MYBICIAM AMD
mURQMOM
All Curable Oseeses Trtmfd.
Me Chmrgm tor CenswCac.om.
!
3M N. r. Artnljo Bulldlnv

o

I'l'K's SKi.iciois Urr
LA I
K.

"THK
ME."

WALIXJN'S

iilltli

I

Cikh-o- -

DS.U ST1IHK.
IIHHIM)
lJr:

Pal Pinto Wells Ulora! Water
cures and prevents conization. Ask
your grocer (or lu
.

( MAKE YOUR KITCIIEX ATTRACTIVE
By Using

A

I

Blue Diamond Enameled Ware

o

One Look Will Convince You That This Is the
Prettiest Ware In Town. Sold Only By Us

MAKE A MASH OX "JlK (illtU"
CImiIv flne bran anil sort
only
SI M) wr JOO Mumlx. 1 w. I'm,
8uutll ilrxt St rct Phone 10.
UO2-II-

"THK UUIXj
ME."

i u:iTr BEHIND

Allen & Victrey
Plumbing:. Tlnnin and
Galvanized Iron York
207ajEaCsntral Avl Pbna 1515

J

Opart from
7 a. m.

to
6 Pm mm

Just
North of

Central
Ave.

HARDWARE AND RANCH SUPPIIES

